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ABSTRACT 
This thesis compares the Jones and Furry thermal 
diffusion column coefficients H', K~. and Kd to those 
obtained from experiment at column temperatures of 500°C 
and 800°C for the separation of the N1414 -Nl 416 and Ql 6 1 6 -
Ql G ls isotopes. 
The thermal diffusion column transport equation is 
developed from general kinetic theory expressions which 
describe the mass flux resulting from a concentration and 
temperature gradient. This equation contains a collection 
of integrals which are represented by the column coeffi-
dients H', K~, andd. In order to evaluate the column 
coefficients, among other things, the temperature dependence 
of the viscosity, thermal conductivity, diffusivity, and 
thermal diffusion factor must be obtained. A complete set 
of smoothed experimental transport properties between 200°K-
11000K obtained from literature are given. These values 
are compared to the first approximation transport properties 
for monatomic molecules from kinetic theory using the 
Lennard-Jones potential function. 
The thermal diffusion column coefficients are deter-
mined from experiment by measuring K~/H' and Kd/H' using 
a static column, and H' using a flow column. The column 
xi 
which is 0.750 inches in diameter and twenty feet in length 
is heated with a 1/16 inch diameter wire. Detailed drawings 
of the column and accessory equipment along with operating 
procedures are presented. 
The results indicate that the Jones and Furry column 
theory adequately describe the separation of Ql616_Ql 6 1 8 
and N1414 -N1416 in the thermal diffusion column. The ratio 
of the experimentally determined column coefficients to 
those determined theoretically for H', K~, and Kd are 
0.974 t 0.047, 0.954 ± 0.134 and 1.07 ± 0.056, respectively. 
The deviation between experiment and theory is discussed 
by considering the experimental and theoretical errors in 
the column coefficients H', K~, and Kd. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mass flux due to molecular diffusion is proportional 
to a concentration gradient, and described by Fick's law 
of diffusion. In an analogous manner, the heat flux is 
proportional to a temperature gardient, and is described 
by Fourier's law of heat conduction. Both mass diffusion 
and heat conduction are first order irreversible processes. 
According to the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, 
under certain conditions cross coupling effects can occur 
between fluxes and gradients (7). That is, a mass flux 
can result from a temperature gradient and a heat flux can 
result from a concentration gradient. The former phenomenon 
is called the thermal diffusion effect, and the latter is 
called the Dufour effect. 
The thermal diffusion effect can be demonstrated by 
confining a binary isotopic gas mixture in two bulbs, each 
at a different temperature, connected by a small horizontal 
tube. Because of the temperature gradient, the light 
isotope will diffuse to the hot bulb, and the heavy isotope 
will diffuse to the cold bulb. The concentration difference 
caused by the temperature gradient results in ordinary 
diffusion acting in a direction opposite to that of thermal 
diffusion. At equilibrium, the vector sum of the mass 
2 
fluxes due to the temperature and concentration gradients is 
zero. The separation attained in this two bulb apparatus is 
very small. 
Due to the small separation in the two-bulb apparatus, 
the thermal diffusion effect was not considered a practical 
method for separating gases, until Clusius and Dickel (5) 
combined the thermal diffusion effect with free convection 
to magnify the separation. In this method a gas mixture 
is placed in the annular space between a vertically mounted 
water cooled tube, and a hot wire located at the axis of the 
tube. The temperature gradient between the hot wire and the 
cold tube causes the light and heavy isotopes to be trans-
ported in the radial direction by thermal diffusion. Density 
differences, also resulting from the temperature gradient, 
induce vertical convective flow normal to the radial trans-
port of isotopes by thermal diffusion. As a result, the 
light isotope near the hot wire is carried upward and con-
centrates at the top of the column while, the heavy isotope 
near the cold wall is carried downward and concentrates at 
at the bottom of the column. The vertical concentration 
gradient is greater than that obtained in the two-bulb 
apparatus. Grew (10) gives a pictorial representation of 
the thermal diffusion effect and this is reproduced in 
3 
Figure 1. In this schematic representation, the thermal 
diffusion effect and the free convective effect occur 
alternately. The new concentrations on the cold side at 
each level due to thermal diffusion are obtained from 
(1.04)(w) = w where (w) is the average concentration at a 
particular level. It should be pointed out that after the 
first diffusion, the middle of the tube remains at equi-
librium for at least four diffusions. Hence, the initial 
separation in a thermal diffusion column is independent of 
length of the column. The separation eventually comes to 
equilibrium when the vertical concentration gradient is 
sufficient to cause a remixing effect by ordinary diffusion 
and convection. The final equilibrium separation for some 
constant pressure depends on the length of the column with 
longer columns producing greater separations. 
The theory of the thermogravitational column of 
. 
Clusius and Dickel was developed by Jones and Furry (13). 
The result of this theoretical development is an equation 
which describes the transport of one species of a binary 
mixture in a thermal diffusion column. This equation 
contains parameters called column coefficients which depend 
on various parameters among which are the transport proper-
ties (viscosity, thermal conductivity, diffusivity, thermal 
4 
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Figure I Illustration of the beginning of the course of con-
centration changes in a column in which free con-
vection and diffusion occur alternately. Each 
square represents a uniform section of the heavy 
isotope which is present at a 50% concentration . 
The separation due to thermal diffusion alone is 
assumed 4.0% of the average concentration at a 
given level of the column . That is , <(o> = (whot + Wcold)/2 
where the w 's are from the convection charts. To 
obtain the concentrations on the diffusion chart use 
(•J hot = . I •! - .04< c<~ > 
ulcold " <c<J> + .04· w ..-
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diffusion factor). Since there are large temperature 
gradients in a thermal diffusion column, some means of 
obtaining these transport properties and their temperature 
dependence is needed. Rutherford (22) in an extensive 
series of experiments using the Ne20 -Ne22 separation has 
shown that experimental determined and Lennard-Jones pre-
dicted transport properties give good agreement between the 
Jones and Furry thermal diffusion column theory and actual 
column operation. Rutherford considers the test of the 
theory to be more severe if experimentally determined values 
of the transport properties are used, that is, any errors 
which arise from using a molecular model to describe the 
transport properties are eliminated. 
In this investigation the Jones and Furry thermal 
diffusion theory for binary isotopic mixtures is compared 
to experimental results based on thermal diffusion column 
data using molecular nitrogen and oxygen. Since oxygen and 
nitrogen are non-spherical molecules and only approximately 
described by the Lennard-Jones potential model, experimental 
values of the transport properties are used in the Jones and 
Furry column coefficients. When possible, the Lennard-Jones 
predicted transport properties are used as a guide in selec-
ting reliable experimental transport properties from the 
literature. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Thermal Diffusion 
The thermal diffusion effect in gases was predicted 
theoretically by Enskog (8) in his work on a rigorous 
kinetic theory of gas six years before the effect was 
observed experimentally. The development is based on 
Boltzmann's integral equation for the velocity distribution 
function, and the results are expressions for the viscosity, 
thermal conductivity, diffusivity, and thermal diffusion 
factor in terms of collision integrals. These collision 
integrals contain arbitrary potential energies of inter-
action for the molecules. Independent of Enskog's work, 
Chapman (3) presented a treatment based on a general 
equation of transport, and arrived at the same results as 
Enskog. As a result, both authors are given credit for the 
theoretical prediction of the phenomena of thermal diffusion. 
The theoretical prediction of thermal diffusion in 
gases was verified experimentally by Chapman and Dootsen (4). 
Two bulbs containing an equimolar mixture of hydrogen and 
carbon dioxide were connected together by a small tube. One 
bulb was heated to 200°C and the other maintained at a lower 
temperature. After several hours the contents of the bulbs 
were analyzed, and it was found that the hydrogen content 
7 
of the gas mixture in the hot bulb was greater by 3.0% 
than that of the gas mixture in the cold bulb. 
For several succeeding years thermal diffusion was 
not used as a practical means of separating gas due to the 
small separation and the large thermal energy requirement 
of the process. Measurements made during this period were 
used primarily to investigate various potential energies of 
interaction, since the theoretical thermal diffusion effect 
is very sensitive to changes in the molecular model. 
Thermal diffusion column 
Clusius and Dickel (5) developed the thermogravitational 
column which magnified the separation due to thermal diffu-
sion. The column is a very simple device consisting of a hot 
wire located along the axis of a vertically mounted water 
cooled tube. The gas mixture in the annular space between 
the wire and the tube wall separate due to the combined 
effect of thermal diffusion and free convection. 
The theory of the hot wire thermal diffusion column 
was developed by Jones and Furry (13) and applies to columns 
employing either wires or tubular heaters for the hot wall. 
The equation developed in the theory describes the net 
vertical transport, T1 , of one species through the column 
and is referred to as the thermal diffusion column transport 
8 
(1) 
equation. The transport in the column is the sum of three 
separate contributions which are represented by the column 
coefficients H, Kc, and Kd. 
The coefficient H is the contribution to mass flux due 
to thermal diffusion and is proportional to the thermal 
diffusion factor, a, the square of the temperature difference 
between the hot and cold wall, the square of the pressure, 
and inversely proportional to the viscosity. 
The coefficient Kc is a function of the convective 
velocity in the column and represents the free convection 
effect. This free convection tends to decrease the concen-
tration difference at any level in the column, but is 
primarily responsible for maintaining a nonzero condition 
on the net radial transport due to thermal diffusion and 
concentration diffusion. Thus, the convective circulation 
is responsible for the increased separation of the thermal 
diffusion column as compared to the two bulb separation. 
This coefficient is proportional to the square of the 
temperature gradient, the fourth power of the pressure, 
and inversely proportional to diffusivity and the viscosity. 
9 
The coefficient Kd represents the effect of remixing 
caused by ordinary diffusion in the vertical direction due 
to the concentration difference between the top and bottom of 
the column. This diffusive remixing coefficient is directly 
proportional to the product of the diffusivity and the 
density and is independent of pressure. 
The pressure dependence of H and K can be removed by 
defining H' and K~ as follows 
(2) 
K = K1 P4 c c (3) 
The column coefficients contain integrals which account for 
the temperature dependence of the transport properties. 
Verification of the Thermal Diffusion Theory 
Saxena and Raman (24) reviewed the current state of 
agreement between Jones and Furry column theory and experi-
ment. In general, they found large deviations between 
measured and calculated separations. The reason for dis-
crepancies may involve one or more of the following (21): 
(1) failure of some of the basic assumptions of the existing 
Jones and Furry theory; (2) deviation of geometry or temper-
ature distributions from those assumed in the theory; 
10 
(3) lack of accurate values for the transport properties and 
their temperature dependence. 
With the above facts in mind, Rutherford (22) using the 
Ne20 -Ne23 separation, set out to verify the Jones and Furry 
theory by comparing measured and theoretical values of the 
column coefficients. Rutherford chose the Ne20 -Ne22 separa-
tion because: (1) data are available on the transport 
properties as a function of temperature; (2) there are experi-
mental values of the thermal diffusion factor; (3) the trans-
port properties are independent of isotopic concentration; 
(4) column separations are large and easily measured. 
The results of the experiments by Rutherford (22) are 
in good agreement with the Jones and Furry column theory. 
Measured column coefficients are compared to theoretical 
values based on measured transport properties of neon. The 
average ratio of the experimentally determined value of H' 
to the value calculated from theory is 0.899 ~ 0.047; the 
similar average ratio forK~ is 1.18 ~ 0.129; and the 
average ratio for Kd is 0.963 ~ 0.056. 
Method of measuring K~ ~ Kd in a static column 
The ratios K~/H' and Kd/H' can be determined from 
measurements of the equilibrium (T=o) separation factor as 
a function of pressure with no flow through the column. 
11 
Equation 1 with T=o, along with Equations 2 and 3 can be 
integrated to give 
(4) 
where 
(5) 
A typical plot of lnqs versus pressure is shown in Figure 2. 
Equation 4 can be arranged to a linear form 
Lp2 K K' 
= d + c 
lnqs HT H' (6) 
A plot of Lp2 /lnqs versus p4 of the data presented in Figure 2 
is shown in Figure 3. The straight line determines the slope 
K~/H' and the intercept Kd/H' . 
Measurement of H' from flow experiments 
The coefficient H' must be measured in a column for 
which the net transport, T, is nonzero. This is accomplished 
by measuring the separation in a column at various constant 
flow rates. From this data, H' can be determined (21) by 
using the solution to Equation 1 for T nonzero which is 
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0.50 
14 
a 
tanh 2 lnqs == 
a( wr- wo) (7) 
to obtain a fit to the experimental data plotted as lnq versus 
flow rate, P. The value of wF, ~0 , and P in Equation 7 are 
measured values obtained during the experiment. With the 
value of H' and the ratios K~/H' and Kd/H' obtained from the 
linear plot of Equation 6, all three column coefficients can 
be determined. 
In principle, Equation 7 can be used to determine H' 
from a single flow experiment. However, in practice it is 
prudent to run several experiments and pick the value of H' 
which best fits the experimental data. A typical plot of the 
flow data and the fitted curve of Equation 7 is shown in 
Figure 4. 
Smoothed Experimental Transport Properties 
Used to Calculate H', K~, and Kd 
In order to calculate the column coefficient s H', K~ , 
and Kd integrals containing the transport properties mus t b e 
evaluated over the temperature range from the column cold 
wall at 288°K to the wire heater at 1073°K. The main question 
to be answered by this thesis is how do theoretical values of 
the coltmm coefficients based on "smoothed experimental 
transport properties" agree with experiment. It is helpful 
7..0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.50 
500 1000 1500 2000 
Ne 2 2 Flow Rate (std mllm) 
Figure 4. The logarithm of the separation factor as a func-
tion of flow rate for a Ne 20- Ne 22 separation 
performed by Rutherford. The dark points are the 
experimental data and the solid line is Equation 7 
fitted to the data points. 
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at this point to mention two reasons why smoothed experi-
mental values are chosen for calculating theoretical values 
of H', K~ , and Kd , rather than values obtained from kinetic 
theory in conjunction with a particular molecular model. 
(1) Usually the force parameters o and € /K of the Lennard-
Janes potential function are obtained from experimental 
viscosity data, thus, back calculated theoretical values and 
the smoothed experimental viscosity data agree. However, 
when the same force parameters are used to calculate the 
other transport properties, the values calculated from 
kinetic theory deviate slightly from experimental values. 
This error is eliminated from the test of the Jones and 
Furry theory if smoothed experimental transport properties 
are used. (2) Oxygen and nitrogen are nonspherical mole-
cules. Any errors in assuming a particular potential 
function to describe the nonspherical molecules used in 
this work are eliminated by using smoothed experimental 
transport properties. Then, assuming the experimental 
transport property data is reliable, deviation of the column 
theory from column experiments can be attributed only to the 
Jones and Furry Column theory. 
In this section literature values of the experimental 
transport property data as well as the method for obtaining 
smoothed experimental values as a function of temperature 
17 
are given. These smoothed values are used to calculate H' , 
K~, and Kd. 
Since the agreement between kinetic theory and experi-
mentally determined transport properties are generally in 
good agreement, when possible, they are used as a guide in 
selecting reliable experimental transport properties from 
the literature. The transport properties obtained from 
literature are compared to values calculated from kinetic 
theory expressions using the Lennard-Jones potential func-
tion, Figure 5. The kinetic theory transport properties 
given in this section are the first approximations for mon-
atomic molecules with the exception of thermal conductivity, 
k, where the Eucken correction is used. The value of the 
force parameter a and e/K for the Lennard-Jones potential are 
given in Table 1. The parameters are extracted from experi-
Table 1. Force parameters for the Lennard-Jones potential 
function (7). 
Gas €/K a OK 0 A 
N:z 79.8 3.749 
O:a 88.0 3.541 
mental viscosity of several workers (11) using a method dis-
cussed by Mason and Rice (15) which is given below. 
e(r) 
Figure 5. 
18 
LJ Model 
a 
Typical curves for the interaction energy for the 
Lennard- jones potential function. 
r 
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Method of determining elK and a from experimental viscosity 
The viscosity of a pure gas in centipoise is given by 
266.93(MT)l/Z 
aa o (a ,a)(T*) 
where the reduced temperature is given by 
T* = T 
e/K 
Taking logarithms of Equations 8 and 9, one obtains 
(8) 
(9) 
107 1-l 
log (MT)ll2 
1 
log o (~a) + log (266.93) - 2 log 0 (10) 
and 
log T = log T* + log (elK) (11) 
A plot of the theoretical quantities log (llo(a ,a)) versus 
log T* yields a curve, over which the quantities log 
[ 1 o 7 1-l I (MT) 1 I 2 J versus log T may be superposed by parallel 
translation of axis. By sliding the graph containing the 
experimental data in the vertical and horizontal direction 
only, it can be superposed on the theoretical plot. The 
amount of translation along the abscissa determines 
107 1-l 
log (MT)l/2 - log (llo(a ,a)) which when substituted into 
Equation 10 yields a. The amount of translation along 
20 
the ordinate determines log T - log T'"" which when put into 
Equation 11 yields e/K. 
Nitrogen viscosity 
Viscosity values in the range of 200-1100°K have been 
measured by Trautz (25) and Johnston and McCloskey (12), and 
the data is presented in Table 2. Trautz's data is selected 
Table 2. Experimental nitrogen viscosity data. 
T 107 ~-t 
OK poise 
293. 1746. 
572. 2797. 
681. 3141. 
763. 3374. 
873. 3664. 
986. 3930. 
1089. 4192. 
216. 1381. 
230. 1450. 
245. 1532. 
260. 1603. 
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because it is the only set of measurements which cover 
most of the temperature range of interest for this work. 
Because Trautz's lowest value is given for 293°K, Johnstons 
data is selected to supply viscosity values down to 200°K. 
The two sets of data are plotted in Figure 6. 
Examination of the data points in Figure 6 indicate 
that there is no noticable scatter in the experimental data. 
Therefore, the smoothed curve was drawn through the data by 
a visual fit using a drawing curve. Smoothed experimental 
values are extracted from this curve, and are the values 
used to calculate the theoretical values of the column 
coefficients H', Kc', and Kd. 
Theoretical values for viscosity of a binary isotopic 
mixture can be calculated from the expression (11) 
~ 
l07~(T) = 266.93(MT) 2 
aa o<a,al (T*) (12) 
where the collision integral is evaluated using the Lennard-
Jones force parameters, Table 1. By choosing a reference 
temperature at the cold wall of the column, Tc, the viscosity 
at any wire temperature is obtained from the ratio ~(T)/~(Tc) 
of the expression in Equation 12 with the result that 
-cu 
Ill 
0 
Q. 
-:a. 
.... 
C) 
4500 
4000 
3500 
3000 
2500 
2000 
1500 
1000 
0 
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100 400 
A Data Points - Johnston, et al. 
e Data Points - Trautz 
Smoothed Curve Through Exp. Data 
--- LJ Theory, Eq. 13 
600 800 1000 1200 
T ( K) 
Figure 6. Experimental and theoretical viscosity as a func-
tion of temperature for nitrogen. The theoretical 
curve is based on the viscosity at the column cold 
wall temperature T = 288°K, 107 llc = 1740 poise. 
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~-t(T) (13) 
where ~-t(Tc) is the experimental viscosity at the column cold 
wall temperature of 288°K. Values obtained from Equation 13 
are plotted in Figure 6. The agreement between theory and 
experiment is very good up to 700°K, but then the theory is 
higher than experiment with a 2.0 percent deviation at 
1100°K. This deviation at higher temperature can be accounted 
for by considering the force parameters of nitrogen used to 
calculate the collision integrals in Equation 13. That is, 
a and €/K are extracted from experimental viscosity data 
mainly in the temperature range of 200 - 500°K. Thus, it is 
natural that the agreement between theory and experiment be 
better at the lower end of the curve than at the higher 
temperatures. This is precisely the reason why smoothed 
experimental transport properties are selected to calculate 
the column coefficients. 
Nitrogen thermal conductivity 
Thermal conductivity of forty-four authors have been 
accumulated by the Thermophysical Properties Research Center, 
Purdue University in 1966 (18). The experimental data is 
smoothed using a least square polynomial fitting, simple 
24 
emperical equations, or merely graphical smoothing. In the 
case of nitrogen, it is not stated specifically what method 
was used, but since no equations were presented it is assumed 
graphical methods were used to obtain the smoothed curve. 
The data is presented in Table 3. This data was chosen since 
it represents the most up to date data processing of thermal 
conductivity values available. The values are plotted in 
Table 3. Smoothed experimental values of nitrogen thermal 
conductivity 
T l05 k 
(oK) (cal/cm sec K) 
200. 4.36 
300. 6.21 
400. 7.77 
500. 9.24 
600. 10.5 
700. 11.8 
800. 12.9 
900. 14.0 
1000. 15.1 
1100- 16.1 
25 
Figure 7. The accuracy of the smoothed values can be assessed 
as two percent for temperatures below 350°K, and five percent 
for temperatures between 350 - 1200°K. 
The kinetic theory expression for the thermal conduc-
tivity for an isotopic binary mixture can be calculated from 
1989.1 
J,. 
(T /M) 2 
cr2 0c2,2) (T*) 
(14) 
where the collision integrals are evaluated for the Lennard-
Jones potential function. By choosing the cold wall tempera-
ture as a reference point, the thermal conductivity at any 
hot wall temperature is given by the ratio k(T)/k(Tc) of the 
expression in Equation 14 with the result 
107 k(T) 
A. * 2 o< 2 • 2 > (Tc) 
= k(Tc) ~ ---'--.;..... 
T c 2 n< 2 • 2 > (T*) 
(15) 
wherek(Tc) is the experimental thermal conductivity at the 
column cold wall temperature, 288°K. It is clearly seen that 
the experimental thermal conductivities should be used in 
preference to Equation 15. The deviation of the experiment 
represents the energy transfer due to the vibrational and 
rotational degrees of freedom. The theoretical expression 
for the thermal conductivity of polyatomic molecules can be 
-~ 
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Eucken Correction 
Smoothed Exp. Values 
of Purdue 
--- LJ Theory, Eq. 15 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 
Figure 7. Experimental and theoretical thermal conductivity 
as a function of temperature for nitrogen. The theo-
retical curves are based an the thermal conductivity 
at the column cold wall temperature T = 288° K, 
101 kc - 6 .05 cal cm-1 sec-1 °K- 1 • 
For the Eucken correction 
c: = 6.30 + 1.82 x I0-3T- 3.45 X 10-'T' - 1.987 
1200 
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obtained using the Eucken correction (11) which is 
kEucken (15a) 
The Eucken thermal conductivity with the column cold wall 
temperature as a reference point is plotted on Figure 7. 
The expression is an approximate equation for polyatamic 
molecules, but should be a more realistic result than 
Equation 15. Nevertheless, the smoothed experimental data 
is used to calculate the theoretical column coefficients. 
Nitrogen diffusivity 
Diffusion coefficients for nitrogen are obtained from 
Winn (28) for temperatures between 195 - 353°K, which is 
well below the maximum hot wall temperature of 1073°K used 
during the experiments, Table 4. 
Table 4. Experimental nitrogen diffusion coefficients 
T 
(K.) 
195 
273 
298 
353 
D 
(cm2 /sec) 
0. 104. 
0 .185. 
0. 212. 
0. 28 7. 
28 
In order to obtain diffusion coefficients for the 
range of this work, Winn's data is extrapolated to higher 
temperatures using a method reported by Weissman (27) where 
the experimental points are plotted as log D versus log T 
which results in a linear relationship. This is easily seen 
by taking the logarithm of each side of the expression for 
the binary diffusion 
(16) 
with the result that 
log D = ~ log T + log 
p a n<1 , 1 )(T*) (17) 
The collision integral which is a function of temperature, 
changes very little in the range 200 - 1100°K, therefore, 
the second term on the right hand side of Equation 17 should 
be fairly constant. A linear least squares fit to Winn's 
data is given in Figure 8, and the extrapolated values of 
the diffusion coefficient used to calculate the column 
coefficients are taken from this line. The results are 
plotted in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Experimental and theoretical values of the diffusion coefficient 
as a function of temperature for nitrogen. Values above 353°K 
are obtained by extrapolation of the linear plot in Figure 8. The 
theoretical curve is based on the diffusion coefficient at the 
column cold wall temperature T = 288~. De= .202 cm•/sec. 
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Theoretical values of the diffusion coefficient are 
calculated using the kinetic theory expression of Equation 16. 
Again, by choosing a reference temperature at the column cold 
wall temperature, the diffusion coefficient at any hot wall 
temperature is obtained by the ratio D(T)/D(Tc) of the 
expression in Equation 16 with the result 
(18) 
where the collision integral is evaluated using the Lennard-
Jones potential function. The calculated values are shown 
in Figure 9 as solid dots. The agreement between theory and 
experimental values is probably coincidental if one considers 
the errors in the molecular model. 
Oxygen viscosity 
Experimental viscosity in the range of 288 - 1102°K 
have been measured by Trautz (25). The data points are 
presented in Table 5. Trautz's data is used because it is 
the only set of oxygen measurements which cover the entire 
temperature range of interest. The data is plotted in 
Figure 10. Examination of the points in Figure 10 indicate 
that there is essentially no scatter in the experimental 
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e Data Points - Trautz 
Smoothed Curve Through 
Exp. Data Points 
--- LJ Theory, Eq. 13 
0 :wo 400 600 800 
Figure 10. Experi;nental and theoretical viscosity as a func-
tion of temperature for oxygen. The theoretical 
curves are based on the viscosity at the column 
cold wall temperature T = 288° K, 107 /i c = 2000 
poise. 
1000 1200 
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Table 5. Experimental oxygen viscosity data. 
T 107 ~ 
(K.) poise 
288. 1985. 
556. 3233. 
675. 3693. 
769. 4013. 
881. 4370. 
963. 4612. 
1102. 5012. 
data, therefore, graphical data smoothing is used. The 
smoothed experimental data is represented by the solid line 
in Figure 10. The values extracted from this curve are the 
values used to calculate the column coefficients. 
The theoretical curve in Figure 10 is calculated from 
Equation 13 with the collision integrals evaluated for the 
Lennard-Jones parameters of oxygen, Table 1. As mentioned 
previously in connection with nitrogen viscosity, the 
deviation from the experimental points at higher tempera-
tures can be explained from the fact that a and £/K were 
extracted from low temperature viscosity data. 
34 
Oxygen thermal conductivity 
Oxygen thermal conductivity data of thirty-two workers 
have been accumulated by the Thermophysical Properties 
Research Center in 1966 (18). In the temperature range of 
300 - 1100°K, only two sets of measurements, one by Frank 
(18), and the other by Geier and Schafer (18) are available. 
It was decided by the Thermophysical Property Center to base 
the smoothed experimental values for the temperature range 
above 300°C upon the Geier and Schafer data as the results 
of these workers have been found to be accurate for other 
gases, and somewhat superior to those of Frank. The data 
is smoothed by graphical methods and the values generated 
from the smoothed curve are given in Table 6, and plotted 
in Figure 11. The accuracy of the smoothed values can be 
assessed as within one half percent from 200- 330°K, two 
percent from 330- 600°K, four percent from 600- 900°K, 
and five percent from 900 - 1100°K. In order to obtain 
better values at higher temperatures, further experimental 
measurements are needed. 
The dashed theoretical curve was calculated from the 
kinetic theory expression given by Equation 15. Again we 
mention this equation is for monatomic molecules, but is 
used to show the deviation from the experimental curve 
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Figure 11. Experimental and theoretical thermal conductivity 
as a function of temperature for oxygen. The theo-
retical curve is based on the thermal conductivity 
at the column cold wall temperature T = 288° K, 
10• kc = 6.16 cal cm·1 sec"1 °K-'. 
For the Eucken correction 
c: = 6.26 + 2.75 X 10-'T- 7.70 X 10"7T 2 - 1.987 
1200 
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Table 6. Smoothed experimental values of oxygen thermal 
conductivity. 
T l05 k (K) (cal/cm sec OK) 
200. 4.36 
300. 6.39 
400. 8.17 
500. 9.85 
600. 11.5 
700. 13.0 
800. 14.4 
900. 15.9 
1000. 17.1 
1100. 18.4 
which is the energy transfer due to internal modes of 
vibration and rotation. A comparison of oxygen thermal 
conductivity (Figure 11) and nitrogen thermal conductivity 
(Figure 7) shows a greater deviation from Equation 15 for 
the case of oxygen. Obviously oxygen has some low lying 
vibrational or rotational energy levels as compared to 
nitrogen. The Eucken thermal conductivity which is used 
37 
for polyatomic molecules is plotted in Figure 11. The 
results are within the experimental error of the smoothed 
values. 
Oxygen diffusivity 
Diffusion coefficients for oxygen are obtained from 
Winn (28). This is the same source that the nitrogen data 
was obtained, and the same discussion as that for nitrogen 
applies here. The experimental data of Winn is plotted on 
log T versus log D plot and fit with a linear least squares 
line. The experimental data is extrapolated from this line. 
The data points obtained by Winn are given in Table 7. and 
the linear least squares fit is shown in Figure 12. The 
Table 7. Experimental oxygen diffusion coefficients. 
T D 
(K) (crn2 /sec) 
195. 0.104 
273. 0.187 
298. 0.232 
353. 0.301 
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smoothed values of the experimental diffusion coefficient 
extrapolated from the line in Figure 12 is given in 
Figure 13. 
The theoretical values of the diffusion coefficient 
in Figure 13 are calculated using Equation 18. The devia-
tion of the experiment from theory is greater in this case 
than that for nitrogen (Figure 9). The deviation is 
probably due to the fact that nitrogen is a nonspherical 
molecule. The fact that the force parameters are derived 
from viscosity will also contribute to the deviation. 
Nitrogen and oxygen thermal diffusion factor. 
Very little experimental data is available in the 
literature giving the thermal diffusion factor as a function 
of temperature from 200 - 1100°K. Some experimental points 
are available at room temperature, but not enough to plot 
a reliable a versus T graph. This being the case, it was 
decided to search the literature for a values of other 
polyatornic * molecules and make a plot of kT versus T*. 
The thermal diffusion factor is defined as 
a = (19) 
where the kinetic theory expression for kT is 
I 
u 
41 
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u 
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40 
3.0 
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2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
e Winn's Data 
0.5 - Extrapolated From Winn's Data 
--- L J (12-6) 
OL0 _________ 20L0---------------4~00---------------6~00------------8~0~0----------~I~O~OO~-
T (" K) 
Figure 13. Experimental and theoretical values of the diffu-
sion coefficient as a function of temperature for 
oxygen. Values above 353° K are obta ine'd by ex-
trapolat ion of the linear plot in Figure 12. The 
theoretical curve is based on the diffusion coef-
ficient at the column cold wall temperature 
T = 288° K, Dc = .211 cm 2/sec. 
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15(2A*+5)(6C*-5) 
2A*(l6A*-12B*+55) (20) 
From the above equation it follows that the thermal diffusion 
factor is given by 
a = 
15(2A*+5)(6C*-5) 
2A*(l6A*-12B*+55) 
For collisions which are represented by the rigid sphere 
(21) 
potential, the collision integrals are all unity which makes 
A* = B* = C* = 1, and the thermal diffusion factor for a 
rigid sphere is 
105 
118 
Since the convention in the field of transport properties 
(22) 
calls a reduced parameter one which is compared to its value 
when described by the rigid sphere model, therefore, it 
follows that the reduced thermal diffusion factor is 
(23) 
Thus, the plot of k~ versus T* is simply a plot of reduced 
thermal diffusion factor and reduced temperature. This plot 
will supply enough data through which a smoothed experimental 
42 
curve is drawn. From the curve values of the thermal 
diffusion factor for oxygen and nitrogen are obtained for 
lower temperatures of 200 - 400°K. As far as determining 
the thermal diffusion factor at higher temperatures, the 
only method is to use the Lennard-Janes potential function 
along with the kinetic theory expression for the thermal 
diffusion factor. Note, this is the only instance in which 
the temperature dependence of a transport property is 
determined from theory. The details of the procedure are 
given below. 
The experimental literature values of the thermal 
diffusion factor are given in Table 8. All the necessary 
data are given to construct the reduced plot which is 
presented in Figure 14. There are two obvious trends in 
the data points of Figure 14, the dark experimental points 
and the light experimental points. Rather than use all 
the points to construct the smoothed curve, the light set 
of data points are selected for the following reasons: 
(1) they exhibit less scatter than the dark points and 
(2) the work of Boersma-Klein (2), which are the most 
recent nitrogen measurements, fall in this group. 
A smoothed experimental curve is drawn through the 
light data points by the following procedure. The 
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Figure 14 The thermal diffusion factor as a function of tempera-
ture presented as reduced thermal diffusion factor 
versus reduced temperature. The values of the thermal 
diffusion factor used to calculate the theoretical value 
of H1 is shown by the arrows. A key to the symbols of 
experimental data are given below: 
E) Boersma-Kiein-N 2 
~Rutherford - CH 4 
0 Rutherford - CO 
X Mann- N, 
QNier- CH 4 
A Whalley - 0 2 
e,Davenpart - N, 
I Davenport - CH4 
k r* =a /[ 105/ 118 (M,- M,/M1 + M,)] exp 
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theoretical values of k~ as a function of temperature is 
obtained from Equation 23, where a has the value given by 
Equation 21 and aRS is given by Equation 22 with the result 
that 
k* =59 (2A*+S)(6C*-5) 
T ~ A*(l6A*-12B*+SS) (24) 
Equation 24 is evaluated using collision integrals determined 
for the Lennard-Jones potential and these values of k~ for 
several T* values are conveniently tabulated by Hirschfelder 
(11). In order to make this curve pass through the light 
data points, it is multiplied by a factor of 0.672 and the 
dashed curve on Figure 14 is the result. Therefore, we have 
simply chosen Equation 24 as a means to smooth the data by 
forcing it through the data points. 
The values of the thermal diffusion factor at tempera-
tures to 1100°K are now obtained from the expression 
(25) 
* where the Lennard-Jones values of kT are evaluated for the 
appropriate force parameters and reduced temperature. The 
values of the thermal diffusion factor from Equation 25 are 
the values used to evaluate the column coefficients. 
46 
Table 9 gives a summary of the transport properties 
used in the calculation of the theoretical values of H', K~, 
Experimental determination of the column coefficients 
H', K~, and Kd for nitrogen and oxygen 
Nitrogen 
Reinhold (19) has compared the Jones and Furry theory 
to the separation of N1414 -N1416 and found only qualitative 
agreement. He concluded that the temperature variation of 
the transport properties ~' k, and D were not properly des-
cribed by the inverse power model when applied to gases 
composed of nonspherical molecules. For the value of ac, 
the thermal diffusion factor at the column cold wall 
temperature, he used a value calculated theoretically and 
a temperature dependence described by 
a(T) = A - ~' A,B = constant (26) 
which he suggested might be inadequate for nitrogen. 
Measurements of a by Saxena and Joshi (23) show that 
theoretical values of a are higher than experimental values, 
therefore, Reinhold probably used too large a values of ac. 
This fact along with an inadequate molecular model to des-
cribe the temperature dependence of the transport properties 
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likely caused the disagreement between theory and experi-
ment. 
Oxygen 
Narten and Landau (16) have compared the Jones and 
Furry theory to the separation of 01617 -01618 isotopes. 
They measured the column coefficients H, Kc, and Kd and 
obtained only qualitative agreement with theory. This 
result is identical to Reinhold's, but here the experimen-
tally determined column coefficients might possibly be in 
error. In examiming the diagram of thermal diffusion 
column presented in their paper, the following fact was 
noted: the top of the wire heater is installed several 
centimeters below the gas inlet and outlet of the feed 
reservoir at the top of the column. Therefore, the gas 
entering the column does not come into contact with the 
hot wire, but instead, comes into contact with the cold 
space above it and consequently no thermal diffusion occurs 
in this small portion of the column. For a flow experiment 
where T is nonzero, this results in a concentration gradient 
between the reservoir gas in the cold portion of the column 
and the reservoir gas exposed to the hot wire. Rutherford 
(22) has elaborated on this phenomena, which was observed 
49 
in a Ne20 -Nea 2 separation experiment. Under proper column 
operation this concentration gradient should not exist and 
is accomplished by feeding the gas at a point in the column 
where the wire is hot. Thus, the experimental conditions 
possibly do not represent the conditions for which theoret-
ical values of the column coefficients were calculated, and 
partly contribute to the poor agreement between theory and 
experiment. 
so 
THEORY 
The General Mass Flux Equation 
The contributions to the mass flux in a binary gas 
mixture due to a concentration gradient (ordinary diffusion) 
and a temperature gradient (thermal diffusion) are 
and 
.(x) Jl (27) 
(28) 
These equations have their basis in nonequilibrium Thermo-
dynamics (1). From the Gibbs-Duhem equation for a binary 
mixture 
Equation 27 reduces to 
. (x) 
li = -
(29) 
(30) 
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For an ideal gas Equation 30 becomes 
(x) 
jl = - (31) 
The mass flux due to ordinary diffusion, Equation 31, 
and thermal diffusion, Equation 28, are now added together 
to get an overall equation for the mass flux 
By defining the "thermal diffusion ratio" as the ratio of 
the thermal diffusion diffusivity to the mass concentration 
diffusivity 
~ (T) 
(33) 
the mass flux becomes 
(34) 
Since it is desired to express the mass flux in terms of 
mass fraction rather than mole fraction, the following 
expressions tabulated in Bird (1) are used to further 
52 
simplify the mass flux equation. 
(35) 
(36) 
Since for isotopes, M1 
0 
M:a = M, then 
ca = L (37) Ma 
and 
xl = t11. (38) 
Substitution of Equation 37 and 38 in the mass flux 
Equation 34 yields 
(39) 
This equation is the mass flux of component 1 due to mass 
diffusion and thermal diffusion contributions. It is a 
general equation and contains only the assumptions of an 
ideal binary "heavy" isotopic mixture. The thermal diffusion 
ratio, defined in Equation 33 is such that when kT is 
positive, component 1 will flow toward the cold region and 
when kT is negative, component 1 will flow to the hot region. 
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Equation 39 as written, is for component 1 diffusing toward 
the cold region. 
The mass flux Equation 39 is expressed with respect 
to a coordinate system which moves at the local mass average 
velocity. The equation is converted to a stationary coor-
dinate system by adding the bulk flow term p~y so that 
(40) 
If it is assumed that the intermolecular force fields for 
isotopic mixtures are identical, then the binary diffusion 
coefficient ~ 2 is equal to the "self" diffusion coefficient 
~ 1 • It is also convenient to use the expression for the 
"thermal diffusion factor" which is defined as 
(19) 
Equation 40 then becomes 
(41) 
The thermal diffusion factor, a, can be determined experi-
mentally and is discussed in the next section. Equation 41 
is the starting point for the thermal diffusion theory and 
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describes the mass flux due to concentration diffusion, 
thermal diffusion, and bulk flow, respectively. 
Thermal Diffusion Factor 
The two bulb apparatus shown in Figure 15 is the 
simplest type of apparatus used to experimentally determine 
the thermal diffusion, a. The apparatus consists of two 
bulbs connected by a capillary and maintained at two differ-
ent temperatures. The bulbs are positioned vertically with 
the higher temperature bulb on top to avoid convective 
currents due to density differences caused by the temperature 
gradient. The gas in the two bulbs separates by thermal 
diffusion and quickly reaches equilibrium. This situation 
is described by the general mass flux, Equation 41, if the 
following conditions are observed: there is no bulk flow 
through the bulbs, pv~ is zero; steady state is attained, 
~ is zero; and ordinary diffusion and thermal diffusion 
act in the z direction only. Thus, Equation 41 is simpli-
fied to 
d~ 
dz 
dlnT 
dz (42) 
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Valve 
TcoLo' we 
·~. 
Figure 15. Schematic diagram of the two bulb apparatus used 
to measure the thermal diffusion factor a. After 
equilibrium is reached, each of the bulbs is sam-
pled to obtain wHOT and wcoLo· 
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The solution to this equation, assuming a is constant, is 
a = 
lnqa (43) 
where qa = (Wt /1-W:J.) c/ (Wt /l-l1l]. )H is called the separation 
factor. Thus, measurements of the concentrations of the 
gas in the hot and cold bulb, along with the values of the 
hot and cold temperatures experimentally determines the 
value of the thermal diffusion factor for a particular gas 
mixture. The temperature gradient is usually such that the 
thermal diffusion factor is not constant over the range used 
for the experiments. Therefore, a is usually stated for 
some average temperature, thus, the assumption of a indepen-
dent of temperature to integrate Equation 42 is justified. 
Theory of the Column: the Circular Case 
The object of this section is to combine the equation 
of chemical species with the mass flux Equation 41, along 
with the assumptions of the thermal diffusion column to 
obtain the column transport equation, Equation 1. Explicit 
expressions for H, Kc, and Kd are also obtained. 
Assumptions of the thermal diffusion column 
The following assumptions are used in developing the 
column transport equation: 
57 
r 
Figure 16. Schematic drawing of the velocity profile and co-
ordinate system used to develop the thermal dif-
fusion column transport equation. 
1'0 
31: 
"'t:l 
0 
u 
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(1) A steady state condition exists in the column. 
(2) The temperature is independent of the z and 8 
directions and depends only on the radial position, 
r. The 8 - dependence is not present because of 
column symmetry. 
(3) In the pressure range of this experiment, oxygen 
and nitrogen can be considered ideal gases. 
(4) The column convective current has a z component 
only, that is, vr = v 8 = o and laminar flow exists 
in the column. This assumption follows from 
assumption 2 since the free convection velocity 
depends only on the temperature. 
(5) The transport properties of oxygen and nitrogen 
depend on the temperature but not on the concen-
tration. This is a valid assumption for heavy 
isotopes, however, for a separation such as 
He3 -He4 , the concentration dependence of the 
transport properties must be considered. 
(6) The aw1 /az, o2 w1 /oz2 , and ~ wa are independent of 
the radial coordinate. 
(7) At the column hot and cold wall the mass flux is 
zero, that is, nr = 0 at r = rh and r = rc· 
(8) The column has infinite extent, or in other words, 
the column end effects are eliminated. This is 
accomplished experimentally by sampling the column 
several feet from the end of the column where the 
convective stream changes direction. 
(9) There is no 8- dependence due to the symmetry of 
the column, that is, llJ1 = ~ (r ,z). 
(10) The column temperature profile is developed by 
conduction only. 
(11) The column flow experiments are performed in a 
flow rate range, such that, the convective 
velocity profile for the flow column is the same 
as that for the same column operated under static 
conditions. 
The column transport eguation 
The rate of flow of component 1 from the end of the 
column is given by the integral of the z - component of the 
mass flux over the column cross section which is 
(44) 
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The expression for n1 z is 
r o ~»J. 
= - PD Ld'"Z + T 
oTl 
-j + PVz w1 oz (45) 
which is the z component of the vector Equation 41. Sub-
stitution of Equation 45 into Equation 44, and observing 
assumption 2 yields 
0 rrc Ire Pw~ =- 2n ~I pDrdr + 2n PVzw1 rdr 
.. uz .. rh rh (46) 
Assumption 6 is used to remove ow1 /oz from under the 
integral. The second term of Equation 46 is integrated 
by parts to obtain 
(47) 
Since the total flow of gas (both component 1 and 2) from 
the end of the column is 
Ire P = 2n pv rdr rh z (48) 
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Equation 47 can be rearranged to give 
(49) 
This equation gives the net flow of component 1 through the 
column. 
The general mass flux Equation 41, can be combined with 
the equation of continuity to obtain an expression for a l11. /or. 
The steady state equation of continuity for a binary isotopic 
mixture is 
(50) 
Substitution of Equation 41 into the equation of continuity 
results in the following vector equation. 
'ii'T 
-'V. PD'ii'W1 - 'i7 • pDa.l1!]_ W2 T + 'i7 • P.Y,lilJ. = o (51) 
In cylindrical coordinates, along with the assumptions 
mentioned previously, Equation 51 reduces to 
a Dpr awl - j_ (rpDa.wl W:a oT) 
or or or T or 
(52) 
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Integration of the above equation with respect to r yields 
(53) 
+ ~ r r pv rdr -~ J r Dprdr = o 
0 z "rt.. z a z rh 
ll 
Equation 53 can be expanded using the fact that the mass 
flux at the walls of the column is zero to the form 
or T or (54) 
Equation 54 is substituted into Equation 49 to give an 
expression for the net flow of component 1 in the column . 
p(w -~ ) (55) 
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The thermal diffusion column coefficients can now be defined 
as 
H 2nj;·rc (a dT Jr s::ds::) = T dr pvz~ ~ dr 
rh rh 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
The last term in Equation 55 has been neglected since the 
work by Saxena (24) has shown this term is very small compared 
to the coefficients H, Kc, and Kd. The thermal diffusion 
transport equation now becomes 
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(1) 
This equation gives the net mass flux of component 1 in terms 
of the column coefficients and the concentration gradient 
along the length of the column. 
The column transport eguation in terms of H', K~, and Kd 
If expressions for the column coefficients given in 
Equation 56 - 58 are examined, it is found that the column 
coefficient H is a function of pressure squared, Kc is a 
function of pressure to the fourth power, and Kd, which is 
a function of the product pD, is independent of pressure. 
Thus, the pressure dependence of the coefficients Hand Kc 
can be removed by letting 
K = K'p4 
c c 
(2) 
(3) 
The column transport equation in terms of H', K~, and Kd is 
T = (59) 
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Experimental Determination of H', K~, and Kd 
Static thermal diffusion column: T = o 
A static column is a mode of operation in which gas 
is put into the column and no flow rate is withdrawn from 
the end of the column, thus P = o, and the net transport is 
equal to zero. Under these conditions the transport 
Equation 59 becomes 
The equation can be integrated to obtain 
where, q 5 , the static separation factor is defined as 
[ (1-% ) 1% ]TOP 
[ (1-% ) /w1 ] BOT 
Equation 61 can be rearranged to give 
(60) 
(61) 
(5) 
(6) 
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which is the equation of a straight line having the slope 
K~/H' and the intercept Kd/H'. Therefore, a static column 
operated at various pressures supplies enough data to cast 
a linear plot of p2 L/lnqs versus p4 • By performing a linear 
least squares fit to the data, experimental values of the 
ratios of the column coefficients Kd/H' and K~/H' are deter-
mined. 
Thermal diffusion column with flow: T = constant 
A thermal diffusion column with flow is a mode of 
operation in which a constant amount of the desired isotope 
is removed from the end of the column. For this case, T is 
nonzero and equal to a constant. The solution of the trans-
port equation for this case gives the relationship between 
the constant concentration, wy, in the end stream, and the 
constant concentration, w0 , at the other end of the column. 
(7) 
where 
a= [(l+P/H)2 - 4(P/H) wF]l/2 (62) 
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A schematic drawing of the system for which this solution 
exists is shown in Figure 17. 
The "infinite" reservoir In order to have a column with 
constant T, the flow rate at the end of the column must be 
constant, and the concentration at the top or reservoir end 
of the column must be constant. Then, a constant amount of 
the desired isotope is withdrawn from the end of the column, 
and satisfies the condition on the solution, Equation 7. 
The concentration at the top of the flow column is 
held nearly constant by using a device which approximates 
the infinite reservoir (13). This is simply a method where 
by a large amount of gas is circulated through the top of 
the thermal diffusion column in order to maintain the 
constant concentration desired. The volume of the reservoir 
is several times the volume of the column. Referring to 
Figure 17, the rate of circulation is determined by the 
material balance on component 1 
(63) 
which when solved for the feed circulation rate is 
F = (64) 
win-wout 
Therefore, the reservoir circulation rate required for a 
constant flow from the end of the column depends on the 
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Figure 17. The theoretical column which is represented by 
the solution of the transi~ort equation for ' """ con-
stant. A large reservoir at the top of the column 
provides a constant gas concentration w0 • This fact 
along with precise flow control at the bottom ot 
the column assures a constant r. 
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ratio of the concentration of the desired isotope at the 
product end of the column to the difference in concentration 
of the feed gas entering and leaving the column at the other 
end. During this work the maximum end flow rate is 120 ml/hr, 
and the fraction of the heavy isotope in the product stream 
is 0.04 mass fraction. As far as the quantity win-wout' 
ideally win should equal w0 ut, however, this would require 
an infinite reservoir flow rate. The mass spectrometer error 
in determining the isotopic concentration is 0.02 mass 
percent, so for practical purposes, 1JJ in-wout is . 0002 and 
Equation 83 yields 
F 24.0 liters/hr (65) 
Thus, a reservoir circulation rate of 24.0 liters/hr will 
yield essentially the same isotopic concentration from both 
the incoming and the outgoing reservoir stream and assure a 
constant concentration at the top of the column. 
The "end of the column" or product flow rate measurement The 
flow of gas from the end of the column is maintained constant 
by requiring the gas to flow through an adjustable restriction. 
The flow rate at the bottom of the column is determined 
by a rate of pressure rise of the gas flow into a calibrated 
volumn. The calibrated volume used for this work is 442 ml 
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(1 atmosphere, 273°K) and the flow rate is calculated from 
the expression 
p = (bp)(442) 
(bt)(760) 
where P is in STP ml per hour, bp is the pressure rise in 
torr, and bt is in hours. 
Calculation of H' from experimental data With the condi-
(66) 
tion in the solution to the transport equation, Equation 1, 
experimentally satisfied, that is, constant w0 and P, the 
solution (Equation 7) can be used to determine the experi-
mental value of H' given the product flow rate P, the 
concentration of the heavy isotope in the product stream, 
wF, the concentration w0 at the reservoir end of the column, 
and the static separation factor q ~ . All of the above 
~ 
quantities are determined during the flow experiment, with 
the exception of qs which was previously determined from 
the static experiments. 
Theoretically, the result of one flow rate measurement 
at one pressure should be sufficient to determine H' . 
However, due to possible experimental error, several differ-
ent flow rates between l/2H and 2H are used. The theoretical 
value of H' is used as a rough approximation to obtain the 
flow rate range. 
7 1 
The solution, Equation 7, has been programmed for 
digital computer solutions by Rutherford (21, 22). In 
addition, another program (21, 22) picks the best value of 
H' which represents the experimental data and is based on 
a least squares method. The method for obtaining this 
best value of H' is as follows. 
(1) A series of flow experiments are made at given flow 
rates at the same pressure and temperature. Separa-
tions at these various flow rates are measured. From 
this data the logarithm of the separation factor 
lnq 
[ ( 1- W:!. ) I w1 ] '1"0 p 
= ln ------------~-~ [ ( 1- W:!. ) I w1 ] BOT 
is determined as a function of flow rate. 
(2) A value is now assumed for H' (usually the theoretical 
value) and Equation 7 is solved for wF. A calculated 
separation factor qc is now obtained. The experimental 
separation factor q and the calculated separation 
factor qc are usually not equal. This procedure is 
repeated with H' fixed at the assumed value for the 
various flow rates P for which experimental separation 
factors were measured. This procedure generates a 
set of deviations (lnqc - lnq) from which a root mean 
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square value can be obtained corresponding to 
the assumed value of H' . 
(3) This procedure is repeated for successive assumed 
values of H' . Figure lR is a typical result for 
a nitrogen separation at 800°C and 340 Torr showing 
the root mean square deviation as a function of 
assumed value of H'. The value of H' which minimizes 
the RMS deviation is chosen as the experimentally 
determined value of H'. 
The value of H' from the flow experiments, and the ratios 
K'/H' and K /H' obtained from the static experiments permits 
c d 
experimental values of H', K~, and Kd to be determined. 
Theoretical Determination of H', K~, and Kd 
The column coefficients can be evaluated from Equations 
56-58 provided the relationship between the quantities D, a, 
and vz with r is known. Since T = T(r), it is convenient to 
convert by means of Fourier's Law from r toT as the 
independent variable. Then, the transport properties which 
are given as a function of temperature can be used to 
r-· ·----, 
.... 
-CT c 
u 
CT 
c 
-"l'l-
L---....1 
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.25 
.20 
.15 
.10 
.OS 
Best Value of HI 
3.58 x 10-s g sec· 1atm· 2 
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
10 5 H 1 (g sec -I atm· 2) 
Figure 18. Graphical solution of the determination of the best 
value of H'. The plot represents data obtained for 
nitrogen at BOOOC and 340 torr during the flow ex-
periments. The concentration data is presented in 
Table 21 and lnq vs flow rate in Figure 39. 
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The function G(r) 
In order to eliminate the need for an explicit 
expression for the velocity distribution vz in Equation 56 
and 57, a new function is defined 
G(r) kQ3 r - I pv rdr D p z 
rh 
(67) 
Upon substitution of Equation 67 into Equations 56 and 57, 
the column coefficients become 
(68) 
2n Ire Dp 2 Kc = :::1rQ -k2 G(r) dr 
rh r 
(69) 
Since the coefficient Kd is independent of the convection 
circulation, it remains as stated in Equation 58. 
The terms in the column coefficients can be expressed 
in terms of temperature by using Fourier's law 
k dT 
dr (70) 
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for q8 = qz = o. The conservation of thermal energy requires 
that d/dr(rqr) = o, therefore rqr is a constant Q, and the 
heat flow per unit length of column is defined as 
dT Q = - rk dr (71) 
Equation 71 solved for dr can be substituted into the column 
coefficient Equations 68, 69, and 58 with the result 
H - -
2n Th 
Kd = Q JT PDkr'ldT 
c 
Since the temperature dependence of the transport 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
properties are available in Table 9, the column coefficients 
can be solved numerically provided G(T) is known. 
The function G(T) is the solution to the equation of 
motion for a Newtonian fluid as applied to the cylindrical 
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geometry of the column. The equation of motion in cylindri-
cal coordinates is given by Bird (1) and simplifies to 
o p 
-= 
oz (75) 
op (76) = 0 or 
ap 
oe = 0 (77) 
If the partial derivative with respect to r is performed on 
Equation 75, and the result of Equation 76 is considered,the 
equation of motion for the system is 
d 
dr [ 1 d ( dvz)J op r ar r!-l""C'fr + go r = 0 (78) 
where vz is obtained from Equation 67 after differentiation 
with respect to r with the result 
(79) 
Upon substitution of vz from Equation 79 into the equation of 
motion, and a change of variable from r to T the result is 
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d [_L _£_ [1!. _£_ [__!_ ..i_ [DpG(T)JJJJ -= _ 
dT kr2 dT k dT kp~ dT k 
dp 
g dT 
This is a fourth order differential equation for G(T) of 
which the solution is required to evaluate the column 
coefficients H, Kc, and Kd from Equations 72 - 74. Four 
boundary conditions are required to obtain the solution. 
Boundary conditions on the eguation for G(T) 
(80) 
From consideration of Equations 67 and 48, one obtains 
the conditions 
(81) 
where P is the flow rate of gas from the end of the column. 
If the theoretical column coefficients are evaluated for a 
static column, P = o, the boundary conditions become 
G(rc) = 0 
G(rh) = 0 
G(Tc) (82) = 0 
G(Th) = 0 
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The fact that the column coefficients are calculated for a 
static column does not affect the comparison between theo-
retical and experimental values of the column coefficient. 
It can be shown that the velocity profile in the column is 
essentially the same for a static or flow column, conse-
quently, the boundary conditions in Equation 82 are adequate 
for the solution of Equation 80. This is a direct result 
of the initial assumption 11. Two more boundary conditions 
are obtained from 
(83) 
which is simply Equation 67 in terms of temperature with the 
indicated differentiation carried out. Using vz(Tc) = 
vz(Th) = o and the results of Equation 83 it follows that 
(84) 
= 0 
The column temperature profile 
The only information lacking to numerically integrate 
the expressions for the column coefficients in Equations 72 -
79 
74 is the column temperature as a function of the column 
radius. This is obtained directly from integration of 
Equation 71 with the result 
= -
T 
2nJ k dT 
Tc 
(85) Q ln 
rc 
r 
Numerical integration of the expressions for H', Kt, and Kd 
The theoretical values of H', K~, and Kd are now 
obtained by the following computer calculations: 
(1) The temperature profile as a function of radius is 
obtained from Equation 85. 
(2) The appropriate values of the transport properties 
(~,k,D,a) corresponding to a desired temperature 
are obtained from Table 9. 
(3) Using the result of (2), the differential equation 
for G(T), Equation 80, is integrated numerically 
by Simpson's method four successive times. A set 
of values of G(T) as a function of temperature 
are obtained. 
(4) Using the result of (2) and (3), the expressions 
for the column coefficients in Equations 72 - 74 
are numerically integrated by Simpson's method to 
obtain values of H', K~, and Kd. 
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EQUIPMENT 
Thermal Diffusion Column 
A schematic drawing showing the dimensions and materials 
of construction of the thermal diffusion column used in this 
experiment is shown in Figure 19. The wire in the center of 
the column is the hot wall. It can be maintained at any 
temperature to 900°C by heating it with rectified DC current. 
The 3/4 inch stainless steel tube is the cold wall and main-
tained at l5°C by cooling water in the jacket surrounding the 
column. 
Figure 20 shows the upper seal-insulator, electrode, 
and wire connection. The plug is made of Nylon for elec-
trical insulation between the electrode and column wall. 
The wire is held in the top electrode by a ferrule and 
compression nut combination. The Nylon plug is held in the 
column by a flange which is bolted to the water jacket 
support. The direct current passes through the stainless 
steel electrode, down the l/J6 inch Nichrome IV alloy wire 
to the bottom electrode which is connected to ground via a 
brass weight. Details of the bottom of the column are shown 
in Figure 21. 
The bottom electrode is free to move vertically to 
allow for expansion and contraction of the wire when heated 
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DC Rectifier and 
Voltage Regulator 
Top Electrode (SS) 
Nylon Plug & 
..::a.l~4+---- lnsulator 
--..Water Outlet 
3/ 4" 
-+--- Water Jacket (Brass) 
..... -Y-4'. ----lF+----t 
726 em. 
762 em. 
Figure 19. 
. 25 -"""-
s.t-.-+-_ lnner Column (55) 
"'CC 
Cll 
..... 
~ 
~ Q, 
Cll 
VI 
0 
..... 
~-+t--~-- 1/16" Dia. Nichrome Wrre 
Co I umn Ports 
0-1500 Torr Wallace & 
Tiernan Pressure Gauge 
(7 at 4 foot intervals) 
1 Thermometer (0-50° C) 
--Water Inlet 
.... --Brass Weight 
Cross section of the thermal diffusion column used 
for this work. Detailed views of the important sec-
tions of the column are shown in Figures 20, 21, 22 
and 23. 
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To DC Current 
Seal - Electrode Insulator 
~---------- 3/4 ----------~ 
-------------- 15/ 16------------~ 
F igure 20 . Details of the top of the thermal diffusion column. 
The wire is connected to the electrode by a ferrule -
compression nut combination. The nylon gas seal 
also serves as an electrical insulator between the 
electrode and the column wall. 
I 
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l-1----15/ 16"-----
~----3/4"----.1 
•----f..~----- Standard 3/64 
Swagelock Fitting 
Seal • Insulator Joolt-----
Retainer Flange 
I 1/4 X 20 THO 
Brass Weight, I 8 Kg. 
Figure 21. Detail view of the bottom of the thermal diffusion 
column. The important parts to note are the 1/16" 
wire connection, electrode, the sliding a-ring seal 
in the seal-electrode, and the brass weight. Upon 
heating the wire, the electrode passes smoothly 
through the sliding a-ring making a gas tight seal. 
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or cooled. Nylon is again used to electrically insulate 
the electrode from the column wall. The 1800 gram weight 
attached to the bottom of the electrode is used to assure 
movement of the electrode through the 0-ring seal when the 
wire is heated, to keep the wire centered in the column, 
and to keep the wire under uniform tension. Even with the 
weight, some wire vibration occurs due to either turbulence 
in the convective gas flow in the column, or to the ripple 
in the rectified AC current. Therefore, aligning fingers 
are placed at distances of 8 and 16 feet from the top of 
the column. A drawing of one of these fingers is shown in 
Figure 22. The finger is installed in the column access 
hole and held in place by a flange which is bolted to the 
water jacket support, Figure 23. In addition to these 
ports for fingers, four additional ports at four foot 
intervals are used as sampling ports, viewing windows for 
measuring the wire temperature with an optical pyrometer, 
and lines which run to the column pressure gauge and absolute 
pressure regulator. 
Water connections are made at the top and bottom of 
the column. Water flows from the bottom to the top and its 
temperature is measured by small 0-50°C Rochester thermom-
eters (Rochester Manufacturing Co., Inc. Rochester, N.Y.). 
• 00 ........ 
• 
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SS Finger Press Fitted 
Into A Nylon Holder 
Figure 22. Details of the wire aligning fingers. The fingers are 
s I ipped through an access hold (Figure 23) on the 
column onto the wire and then rotated 90°. 
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..,_.,._ ___ Water Jacket Support 
Access Hole to The Column 
Water Passage Through Support 
Welded Joint 
Inner Column 
Water Jacket 
--314--
~---41/2---~ 
Figure 23. Cross sectional view of the water jacket support 
which also provides an access hole to the gas in 
the column. The aligning fingers can be -~nstalled 
in the access hole and held in place by a flange. 
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This entire column assembly is mounted in an 8-inch 
wide, 30-foot long aluminum "I" beam which is attached to 
the ceiling and floor through vibration insulating material. 
Adjusting screws on the I bean assure vertical alignment of 
the column. There are also adjusting screws on the ceiling 
and floor column supports to assure adjustment of the I beam 
in a vertical position. 
Accessory Equipment 
A schematic drawing of the column piping is given in 
Figure 24. The system consisted of two main parts, the feed 
circulating system and apparatus to cause a flow rate at the 
bottom of the column. 
The feed system consists of a closed piping loop through 
the top of the column. The gas stored in a 6.8 liter cylinder 
is circulated through the top of the column with a Frigidaire 
compressor (Frigidaire, Division of General Motors, Dayton, 
Ohio) of the same type used in their refrigerators. A 
flowmeter (Fisher & Porter, model 10A4137A) and a metering 
valve (Hoke 433, Hoke Inc., Cresspill, N.J.) are put between 
the column and the compressor input to control the circula-
tion rate. 
The value of H' is experimentally obtained by measuring 
the separation in a column at constant pressure with a 
/ 
/ 
Relay j,......_ 
/ 
/ 
........ 
' 
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Feed Solenoid Valve 
Feed Metering Valve 
"'0 
Q) 
QJ 
L.L 
~-TO Column 
1-H--- --Fiow Meter 
Absolute Pressure j 
Regulator for Flow 
Control 
Column Pressure 
Gauge 
Compressor 
Variable Leak 
The Dotted Line Represents 
The Calibrated Volume 
(442 ml STP) 
-... 
'I' --\ I ,_ .... 
0-50 Torr 
Gauge 
Figure 24. Schematic drawing of the feed and draw off equip-
ment arrangement used with the thermal diffusion 
column. Only the important control valves are 
shown on the drawing. Details of the absolute 
pressure regulator for flow control are given in 
Figure 25. 
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uniform flow rate of gas out the bottom of the column con-
stituting the product flow. Therefore, sensitive pressure 
and flow control devices are designed into the system. 
As mentioned previously, the compressor and the 
metering valve on the output side of the column controls 
the circulation rate of gas through the top of the column. 
The pressure is held constant in the column by regulating 
the amount of gas that enters the column from the feed tank 
with an electrical operated solenoid valve. The solenoid 
valve is controlled by a preset absolute pressure con-
trolling mercury manometer which senses column pressure and 
via an electrical contact in the manometer and a sensitive 
relay, opens and closes the solenoid valve. The absolute 
pressure controller is shown in Figure 25. 
One side of the mercury manometer is connected to the 
column pressure and the other side is connected to vacuum 
(static). A machined stainless steel fitting is fastened to 
the static side of the manometer. The fitting is supplied 
with a vacuum valve (Hoke 431, Hoke Inc., Cresspill, N.J.) 
and an 0-ring seal for a 3 foot by 5 mm glass tube. Thermo-
couple wire is put inside the glass tube and filled with 
epoxy resin. One side of the glass tube or probe serves as 
contacts in the static side of the manometer, and the other 
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Solenoid Valve 
Metering Valve -----, 
Electric Power Input -------... 
t---- Mercury Manometer 
Figure 25. Absolute pressure flow control system. The two lines 
running from the relay to the solenoid valve and the top 
of the glass probe ore electrical connections. All other 
lines ore gas passages. 
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end of the probe is connected to an ultra sensitive relay 
(Servo-Tee Company, Hawthorne, N. J.). The relay in turn is 
electrically connected to the solenoid valve down stream 
from the feed tank. The probe can be moved up and down and 
set to any desired pressure from 0-1200 torr. When the 
mercury in the manometer is not touching the contacts, the 
feed solenoid valve opens and permits gas to enter the 
column until the pressure pushes the mercury into contact 
with the probe. This contact causes the relay to close the 
solenoid valve and the feed is stopped. Until the circu-
lating compressor reduces the column pressure and opens the 
solenoid valve, it remains closed. To make the absolute 
regulator control within Xl torr, a 6.8 liter surge tank and 
a metering valve (Hoke 433) are put between the feed tank 
and the column to reduce surging of the gas from the high 
feed pressure to the lower column pressure when the solenoid 
valve completely opens. Since the static side of the 
manometer is at vacuum, atmospheric pressure or temperature 
change does not affect the preset control point. 
The apparatus used to produce a flow in the column and 
precisely measure it is shown in Figure 24. Gas is removed 
from the bottom of the column through an adjustable restric-
tion made especially for low flow rates of 0-500 ml/hr 
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(Andonian Associates, Walham, Mass.). The gas is recir-
culated to the feed tank by the same type of Frigidaire 
compressor used in the feed system. The flow rate of gas 
from the column is measured by timing the pressure rise of 
the gas in a calibrated volume (essentially the volume of 
the 0-50 torr gauge) while the input of the compressor is 
turned off. Time and pressure are recorded using a model 
1401 electric timer (Lab-Line Instruments, Melrose Park, 
Illinois) and a 0-50 torr absolute pressure gauge (Wallace 
and Tiernan Inc., Belleville, N.J.). 
All valves used in both the feed and draw off systems 
are Hoke 433 bellows valves. The piping is 1/4 inch hard 
drawn copper held together at joints with soft solder. The 
vacuum supply is obtained from a Welch Duo-Seal pump, model 
1405 B. 
The wire temperature,when the column is operated at 
800°C, is measured using an optical pyrometer (model 8621C, 
Leeds and Northrup Co., Philadelphia, Penna.). When the 
column is operated at 500°C, the wire temperature is measured 
using wire extension versus temperature data for Nichrome V 
Alloy Wire. The wire expansion measuring device is shown 
in Figure 26. When the wire is in the cold position, a 
reference point is obtained by reading a Starrett dial 
I 
I 
.. -, 
I I 
I I 
I 
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I/ 16" Wire Heater 
~o.------- Bottom of Column 
t--------- Bottom Electrode 
Weight 
.,_ _____ Gauge Holder 
------ 4 - I" Spacing Blocks 
.,_ _______ 4" Spacing Block 
.,_ _______ 5" Spacing Block 
..--- Leveling Plate 
Leveling Screws 
Figure 26. Schematic drawing of the apparatus used to mea-
sure the wire extension. 
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indicator (Athol, Mass.) which has a range from 0-1 inch 
in 0.001 graduations. The dial indicator is mounted on a 
specially constructed steel holder which is supported by 
six machined brass spacing blocks of sizes 5, 4, and 1 
inches. These in turn rest on a steel leveling plate below 
the bottom of the column. The same equipment is used to 
measure the hot wire length with the proper amount of spacing 
blocks removed. 
A schematic drawing of the apparatus used to prepare 
enriched N1415 gas is shown in Figure 27. The natural 
nitrogen is passed across the top of the column directly 
from the high pressure cylinder. A metal diaphram cylinder 
pressure regulator made by Hoke Company is used to prevent 
diffusion of impurities into the gas. The gas is drawn out 
of the column by a Frigidaire compressor and exhausted into 
the atmosphere. The product tank has a 23 liter volume and 
gas is circulated through it by a small volume circulating 
pump. The heavy isotope N1415 is separated by thermal 
diffusion and accumulated in the 23 liter product tank. 
Cylinder Pressure Regulator 
Circulating Pump --~ 
95 
Feed System Controlled By 
Absolute Pressure Regulator 
24 Foot Thermal 
Diffusion Column 
Column Pressure 
Gauge 
..-.-- 23 Liter Product Tank 
Figure 27. Schematic drawing of the apparatus arrangement used 
to prepare enriched nitrogen in mass 29. The rate of 
N 14 15 enrichment as a function of concentration with 
time is given in Figure 32. 
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PROCEDURE 
Static Experiments 
The ratios of the thermal diffusion coefficients Kd/H' 
and K~/H' are obtained by measuring the separation in a 
static column at various pressures. The experimental 
arrangement used in making the measurements is shown in 
Figure 28, and the experimental procedure is given below. 
With a small amount of gas in the column, the wire is 
heated to the desired temperature. For this work, tempera-
ture of 500°C and 800°C are used. The pressure is then 
adjusted by letting gas flow into the column from the feed 
tank to the highest pressure setting for which a measurement 
is desired. The column is allowed to equilibrate, a con-
dition under which the isotopic concentration at one point 
in the column is constant with time. Sample bottles, shown 
in Figure 29, are put into the column sample tapers and are 
evacuated with a vacuum pump. After the sample bottles are 
pumped out, the column valves on the sample ports are opened, 
and approximately 3 ml of gas are admitted into the sample 
bottle. The two samples from the top and bottom of the 
column are analyzed by means of mass spectrometry (Consoli-
dated Electrodynamics Corp., Model 62DA), and the resulting 
isotopic concentrations are used to calculate the static 
Column-.... 
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r Top Sample Port 
E 
u 
0 
-o 
\__ Bottom Sample Port 
Figure 28 Schematic drawing of the sampling arrangement used 
during the static experiment. 
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separation factor from Equation S. The pressure in the 
column is then reduced to the next desired measuring point 
by drawing gas out of the column with the feed compressor. 
Once the pressure is set, the above procedure for obtaining 
equilibrium and column sampling is repeated. The column 
is operated at as many pressures as it takes to obtain a 
linear plot of the static data, Equation 6. For this work, 
the high pressure point is 600 torr and measurements were 
made in increments of SO torr down to approximately 100 torr. 
Static data are presented in Tables 17, 20, 22, and 24. 
Flow Experiments 
The infinite reservoir: pressure and flow control 
The flow experiments are more complex than the static 
measurements. Not only the column is used, but all the 
equipment shown in Figure 30. The wire is set at either 
500°C or 800°C from the static experiments, so there is no 
need to reset the wire temperature. The column valves are 
opened at the top of the column to permit use of the feed 
circulating equipment. The probe on the absolute regulator 
is set at the desired operating pressure and the valve on 
the feed tank is opened. Gas then flows through the solenoid 
valve into the surge tank and column, which are at the same 
Solenoid Valve 
Surge Tank ----.t 
E 
u 
0 
..0 
100 
I 0/30 Sample 
Taper 
'--- Compressor 
lo.t--- Compressor 
This Valve Is Closed 
When The Flow Rate 
Is Measured 
\__ 
- 0-50 Torr Gauge 
Adjustable Restriction 
Figure 30. Apparatus and sampling arrangement used during 
the flow experiments. 
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pressure. When the pressure in the column is high enough 
to push the mercury in the manometer into contact with the 
probe in the static side of the manometer, the solenoid 
valve via the relay closes, and the column and surge tank 
are left at the desired preset pressure. 
The flow across the top of the column is started by 
opening the valve at the output of the flow meter and letting 
the gas flow into the compressor where it is pumped back into 
the feed tank. The removal of the gas by the compressor will 
slightly lower the column pressure, drop the mercury out of 
contact with the probe in the manometer, drop the relay out 
of the circuit, and open the solenoid valve permitting gas 
to flow into the column. The magnitude of the feed flow 
rate is determined by Equation 65. 
Since the solenoid has only two positions, wide open 
or closed, it is necessary to restrict the gas flow through 
the valve with a metering valve. If this were not done, the 
large surge of gas entering the column would push the mercury 
wildly up the manometer and make pressure regulation vir-
tually impossible. Consequently, the gas is throttled to 
enter the column slightly faster than it is removed by the 
compressor and the column pressure will slowly increase 
until the contact in the manometer again closes the solenoid 
102 
valve. This trottle valve and the 6.8 liter surge tank 
minimize the effect of the momentum of the moving mercury 
in the manometer, and controls the pressure to within T 1 
torr of the set point. 
Flow rate from the end of the column 
The product flow rate from the bottom of the column is 
achieved by drawing the gas out of the column with a com-
pressor, Figure 30. The flow is metered by passing the gas 
through an adjustable restriction, which will be referred to 
as the leak. The flow is set to values ranging between l/2H 
to 2H by setting a vernier dial on the leak. The above H 
is the value predicted by theory, which is sufficient as an 
estimate on the flow rate. Figure 31 shows the calibration 
data used to set the leak rate. Once the flow is set, the 
gas flows through the leak, through the compressor, and is 
pumped back into the feed tank. 
The column is operated under flow conditions for twenty-
four hours to obtain an equilibrium condition. At this time, 
the transport of the heavy isotope down the column is constant, 
and the concentration of the isotopes at any point in the 
column is constant with time. At this point, the column is 
sampled to obtain concentrations of the isotopes at the feed 
end of the column and in the draw off stream, Figure 30. The 
-Ill c 
.. 
:I 
1-
-
1.5 
.50 
0 20 40 
103 
~P~ 488torr 
T = 500°C , 
60 80 
Flow Rate (STP ml/hr) 
Figure 31. Calibration curve obtained for the Andonian adjusta-
ble restriction used during the flow experiments at 
500°C. Flow rates during experiments at B00°C are 
obtained by multiplying values in the curve by the 
appropriate constant. 
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top sample is taken four feet down from the reservoir con-
nections to eliminate end effects caused by the convective 
currents changing direction at the end of the column. 
Flow rate measurement 
With the sampling complete, the column flow . rate, P, 
is precisely measured. By precise is meant, obtaining a 
pressure rise over the full scale of the 0-50 torr gauge, 
rather than the 5 torr pressure rise used to obtain the leak 
calibration curve. It is necessary to perform this measure-
ment after sampling, otherwise the steady state condition in 
the column would be destroyed. By closing the valve on the 
input side of the draw off compressor, Figure 30, the flow 
of gas is cut off to the feed tank and the gas will accumu-
late in the calibrated volume between the adjustable restric-
tion and the compressor input valve. At the same time the 
electric timers is turned on, and the amount of time for the 
gas to flow into the volume is recorded. The flow rate is 
determined from Equation 66. 
Preparation of a Binary Mixture Enriched in N1416 
The enriched N1416 is separated from natural nitrogen 
using the apparatus shown in Figure 27. The nitrogen con-
taining N1416 enriched to 0.70 percent is circulated across 
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the top of the column by the feed compressor. The pressure 
is held constant in the column at 560 torr which is the 
condition for maximum transport of N1416 down the column. 
The output side of the compressor is exhausted to the 
atmosphere. A 23 liter product tank is put at the bottom 
of the column to collect the enriched N1416 , and the gas is 
circulated through the tank by a small circulating pump. 
Thus, the N1416 is transported down the column and accumu-
lates in the product tank. A plot of the N1416 concentration 
in the product tank with time is shown in Figure 32. A 
maximum of 1.56 percent N1416 was produced in the product 
tank. The resulting gas is essentially a binary mixture 
since only the N1414 and N1416 isotopes were recorded by the 
mass spectrometer. 
Preparation of a Binary Isotopic Mixture 
of Oxygen Containing Masses 32 and 34 
For the oxygen experiments, it is necessary to use a 
close approximation to a binary mixture containing 01616 and 
01618 isotopes. To obtain the proper mixture, pure 01616 
from the Matheson Company is mixed with small amounts of 
oxygen containing 01818 enriched to 91.6 percent. The 
resulting mixture is then put into the column feed tank and 
circulated through the column, which is at 800°C, at a high 
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Figure 32. The enrichment of Nu 15 as a function of time which 
was obtai ned from the apparatus shown in Figure 27. 
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flow rate. This process changes the natural frequency of 
occurence of the stable oxygen isotopes of 99.7575 percent 
0 16 , 0.0392 percent 0 17 , and 0.2033 percent 0 16 to the 
statistical distribution under an excited state which is 
given in Table 10. 
Table 10. Statistical distribution of the oxygen isotopes 
in an excited state. 
Isotope Concentration (mole percent) 
01616 99.5156 
01618 0.4056 
01617 0.0782 
01818 0.413 X 10- 4 
01718 1.59 X 10- 4 
01717 0.15 X 10- 4 
The isotopic concentrations obtained after circulation of 
the gas through the column for twenty-four hours is given in 
Table 11. No trace of mass 34 and 35 were recorded by the 
mass spectrometer. The gas is acceptable as an approxi-
mation to a binary mixture of masses 32 and 34 since 0 1617 
and 0 1818 are present in very small amounts. 
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Table 11. Isotopic concentration of the feed gas prepared 
for the oxygen experiments. 
Isotope Concentration (mole percent) 
01616 93.00 
01618 6.87 
01617 0.10 
01818 0.03 
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RESULTS 
Nitrogen Results 
Static experiments 
The gas analysis of the column samples for the N1414 -
N1416 static separation at 500°C is given in Table 17 in the 
Appendix. The experimental concentration data is used to 
compute the natural logarithm of the static separation factor 
[ (1-~) /w1 ]TOP 
lnqs • ln [ (1-LOJ,) /~]BOT (86) 
The value of lnq is then divided by the length of the column, 
610 em, to obtain the separation per unit length of column 
(centimeters) 
(87) 
This equation is based on Equation 61 with H and Kc as 
described in Equation 2 and 3. The values of lnqs/L or 
H/(Kc+Kd) is plotted as a function of pressure in Figure 33. 
The value of lnqs/L or H/(Kc+Kd) are obtained by 
numerically integrating (IBM 360-30 computer) Equations 
72-74 using the temperature dependence of the transport 
properties given in Table 9. Table 12 gives some numerical 
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100 200 JOO 400 500 
Pressure (torr) 
Figure 33. Separation as a function ofpressure for a static 
column containing N'• 14 - N'" 15 at T h = S00°C. 
Th e dark points are obtained from the experimental 
data in Table 17 of the Appendi x and E=quation 86. 
The theoretical curve is drawn from the data in 
Table 12. 
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Table 12. Theoretical values of H/(Kc+Kd) versus pressure 
for nitrogen at 500°C. 
103 H/ (Kc+Kd) pressure 
(cm- 1 ) (torr) 
0.68 100 
2.04 200 
2.46 275 
1.98 400 
1.37 500 
1.02 600 
values of H/(Kc+Kd) as a function of pressure from this 
calculation as shown by Equation 87. These theoretical 
values of H/(Kc+Kd) are also plotted in Figure 33. Experi-
mental values of K~/H' and Kd/H' cannot be extracted from 
the data in the form it appears in Figure 33. Rather, it 
must be plotted in linear form as described by Equation 6 
(6) 
which is the solution to the transport equation, Equation 1, 
for static separation. In this manner, the slope and the 
intercept determine experimental values of K~/H' and Kd/H', 
112 
respectively. The linear plot is shown in Figure 34. The 
solid line is the linear least squares fit to the experi-
mental data. 
A similar analysis of the static separation for the 
N1414 -N1416 separation at 800°C is given in Figure 35 and 36. 
The theoretical value of H/(Kc+Kd) used in Figure 35 are 
given in Table 13 and the experimental static concentration 
data are given in Table 18 in the Appendix 
Table 13. Theoretical values of H/(Kc+Kd) versus pressure 
for nitrogen at 800°C. 
103 H/ (Kc+Kd) pressure 
(cm- 1 ) (torr) 
1.61 150 
2.46 200 
2.54 325 
3.24 400 
2.48 500 
1.89 600 
Flow experiments 
The gas analysis of the separations obtained from the 
flow experiments for N1414 -N1416 at a hot wall temperature 
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Pressure (torr) 
Figure 35. Separation as a function of pressure for a static 
column containing N 14 14 - N 14 15 at Th 800°(. 
The dc.rk points are obtained from the data in Table 
18 of the Appendix, and the theoretical curve is 
plotted from the data in Table 13. 
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of 500°C and a constant pressure of 286 torr is given in 
Table 19 in the Appendix. These concentrations at the top 
and bottom, w0 and wF, respectively, of the column are used 
in Equation 7 along with the experimental value of the flow 
(7) 
rate, P, to obtain the best experimental value of H. A 
convenient way of showing this result is to plot the natural 
logarithm of the separation factor, q, as a function of flow 
rate, Figure 3 7. The separation at zero flow rate (P=O) is 
interpolated from the experimental static data, Figure 33, 
at a pressure of 286 torr. The solid curve is Equation 7 
with the experimental values of w0 , wF, and P along with the 
best value of H' . The method of obtaining the best experi-
mental value of H' is discussed in connection with Figure 18. 
A similar analysis is made on the N1414 -N1415 separation 
for Th = 500°C, p = 488 in Table 20 of the Appendix and 
Figure 38, and Th = 800°C, p = 340 torr in Table 21 in the 
Appendix and Figure 39. 
Oxygen Results 
Static experiments 
The method used in analyzing the nitrogen data is also 
r::r 
c 
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10 20 30 40 
N 1 4 1 s[ Flow Rate (ml/hr) 
Figure 37. Separation as a function of flow rate for Nu 1•- Nu 15 
at T h = SOOOC and p = 186 torr . The dark po i nts are 
obtained from the data in Table 19 in the Appendix. 
The dark curve is the best fit of Equation 7 upon sub-
stitution of the experimental values P, wF, and w0 
from Table 19. 
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20 40 60 80 100 
N 14 1 s Flow Rate (ml/hr) 
Figure 38. Separation as a function of flow rate for N 1 ' 14 - N14 15 
at Th = 500°( and p c 488 torr. The dark points are 
obtained frorr, the data in Table 20 of the Appendix. 
The dark curve is the best fit of Equation 7 to the 
data points upon substitution of the experimental 
values P, wF, and c11 0 from Table 20. 
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
N 14 1 5 Flow Rate (ml/hr) 
Figure 39. Separation as a function of flow rate for Nuu- Nuu at T h = SOOOC and p = 
340 torr. The dark points obtained from the data in Table 21 in the Appendix. 
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used in comparing theoretical and experimental data for the 
01616 -01618 static separation. The theoretical values of 
H/(Kc+Kd) for 500°C and 800°C are given in Tables 14 and 15, 
respectively. 
Table 14. Theoretical values of H/(Kc+Kd) versus pressure 
for oxygen at 500°C. 
103 H/ (Kf +Kd) pressure 
(em- ) torr 
2.27 157 
3.34 202 
4.31 294 
3.96 362 
3.52 408 
2.66 500 
The experimental values of H/(Kc+Kd) for 500°C and 800°C are 
obtained from substitution of the concentration data in 
Tables 22 and 23 in the Appendix, respectively, into the 
expression for the static separation factor, Equation 86. 
These experimental and theoretical results are shown in 
Figures 40 and 41. 
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0 100 200 300 400 
Pressure (torr) 
Figure 40. Separation as a function of pressure for a static 
column containing 0' 6 16 - 0 16 16 at Th = S00°C. The 
dark points are obtained from the data in Table 22 
of the Appendix, and the theoretical curve is plotted 
from the data in Table 14. 
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100 200 300 400 500 
Pressure (Torr) 
Figure 41 . Separation as , function of pressure for a static 
column CO O [ a :. ~. go· · ,.- o •• 18 at Th = 8000C . The 
dark points are obtained from the data in Table 23 
of the Appendix, and the theoretical curve is plotted 
from the data in Table IS. 
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123 
Table 15. Theoretical values of H/(Kc+Kd) versus pressure 
for oxygen at 800°C. 
103 H/ (Kc+Kd) pressure 
(cm- 1 ) torr 
3.27 187 
4.81 242 
6.14 324 
6.22 351 
6.15 379 
3.84 597 
The ratios K~/H' and Kd/H' are obtained from the linear 
plot of the experimental data and are shown in Figures 42 and 
43 for a hot wall temperature of 500°C and 800°C, respec-
tively. 
Flow experiments 
The method of determining the experimental value of H' , 
that is, smoothing the experimental data with Equation 7, 
also applies to the 01616 -01618 flow experiments. 
The gas analysis obtained for oxygen at 500°C and 800°C 
are given in Tables 24 and 25 in the Appendix, respectively. 
The data is plotted as lnq versus flow rate in Figures 44 
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10 20 30 40 
Q16 Ia Flow Rate (ml/hr) 
Figure 44. Separation as a function of flow rate for 0' 6 16 -
0 16 10 at Th = 500°( and p = 332 torr. The dark 
points are obtained from the data in Table 24 of 
the Appendix. The dark curve is the best fit of 
Equation 7 to the data points upon substitution of 
so 
the experimental values P, wF, and (JJ0 from Table 24. 
60 
127 
and 45, respectively. Again, the solid curve is the best 
value of the parameter H1 in Equation 7 with experimental 
values of w0 , wF, and P. 
Summary of Results 
The objective of this thesis is to compare theoretical 
and experimental values of the column coefficients H, Kc, and 
Kd. The comparison can be made independent of pressure by 
considering the coefficients H', K~, and Kd. On this basis, 
the static experiments give the ratios K~/H' and Kd/H' 
(Equation 6). The flow experiments give the column coeffi-
cient H' (Equation 7) which permits separation of the ratios 
K~/H' and Kd/H' and subsequent evaluation of the desired 
quantities H1 , K~, and Kd. 
Theoretical values of the column coefficients H', K~, 
and Kd are obtained from numerical integration of Equations 
72, 73, and 74 using the transport properties given in 
Table 9. 
A comparison of the column coefficients for the oxygen 
and nitrogen separations is made in Table 16 with the 
pressures used to identify the experiment from which the 
data are obtained. 
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3.0 
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20 40 60 80 100 
0 I 6 1 8 Flow Rate (ml/hr) 
Figure 45. Separation as a function of flow rate for 0 16 16 -
0'• "at Th = 8GJ°C and p = 345 torr. The dark 
points are obtained from the data in Table 25 of 
the Appendix. The dark curve is the best fit of 
Equation 7 to the data points upon substitution of 
the experimental values P, wF, and w0 from Tab I e 24. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Representation of Theory by Experiment 
Examination of Table 16 indicates that the experimental 
and theoretical values of the column coefficients H1 , K~, and 
Kd are in good quantitative agreement. It is felt that the 
agreement is basically due to the excellent comparison between 
experimental work and the basic assumptions and equations of 
the Jones and Furry theory (19). These important comparisons, 
listed in the same order to compare to the assumptions of the 
thermal diffusion column, are given below. 
(1) All gas samples are removed from the column after 
an operation time of twenty-four hours. Thus, the 
assumption of steady state in the column is 
satisfied. 
(2) Before the start of the experiment, the column 
heater wire is oxidized in oxygen gas. This process 
deposits a uniform oxide coating along the length 
of the wire. Thus, the wire has a constant temper-
ature in the z-direction and assumption 2 is 
satisfied. 
(3) When obtaining gas samples from the column, samples 
are removed from sample ports four feet from the 
ends of the column, Figure 28 and 30, and assumption 
8 is satisfied. 
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(4) The experimental static column, Figure 28, is 
represented by the solution to the transport 
equation, Equation 1, given in Equation 61. That 
is, the flow rate, P, from the end of the column 
is zero, and the column and equipment is leak 
checked to assure no leakage which will cause 
deviation from ideal static operation. 
(5) The flow column is represented by the solution 
to the transport equation, Equation 1, for T non-
zero, given by Equation 7. That is, the theo-
retical column given in Figure 17 is represented 
by the experimental apparatus shown in Figure 30. 
Therefore, Equation 7, which is valid for a 
column with an infinite reservoir and constant 
end flow rate, P, is experimentally satisfied. 
(6) Great care is taken to prepare essentially a binary 
mixture of N1414 -N1415 and 01616 -01618 • Therefore, 
the binary Jones and Furry theory should adequately 
describe the experimental results of the nitrogen 
and oxygen experiments. 
It is convenient to compare the results of experiment 
with theory by determining the ratio of the experimentally 
determined column coefficients to those determined 
132 
theoretically. The average ratio for the column coefficients 
H', K~, and Kd combining both the oxygen and the nitrogen 
results at both 500°C and 800°C are 0.974 ± 0.047, 0.954 t 
0.134, and 1.07 ± 0.056, respectively. These values are in 
good agreement with the results of Rutherford's neon experi-
ments (22). In particular, the standard deviations of the 
ratios, which indicates the reproducibility of the measure-
ments, are almost exactly the same as obtained by Rutherford. 
However, the results do not agree with those obtained by 
Narten and Landau (16) using the 01617 -01618 separation and 
Reinhold (19) using the N1414 -N1416 separation. 
Static Experiments 
Although the value of the ratio (K~exp/K~Th) for all 
the experiments is 0.954, the ratio for the 800°C nitrogen 
experiment is 0.808. This represents a higher error than 
obtained for the oxygen experiments or the neon experiments 
of Rutherford (22). Either the theoretical value of K~ is 
too high, or the experimental value is too low. The static 
data for nitrogen at 800°C is given in Figure 35. 
Examination of this curve and the other static curves 
in Figures 33, 40, and 41 indicate that the theoretical 
value of K~ is most likely high, rather than a low experi-
mental value. This statement is based on two facts: 
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(1) the experimental values 103 H/(Kc+ Kd) on the other 
static curves agree with theoretical values, which indicates 
a consistency in the experimental measurements, (2) the 
deviation of the experimental points on Figure 35 are 
inconsistent, that is, they are lower than theory at low 
pressure values and higher than theory at high pressure 
values. 
A reason for the deviation of the theoretical curve 
from the experimental data in Figure 35 can be offered by 
considering the value of the diffusion coefficient, D(T), 
used in the calculation of the values of K~ and Kd. Equation 
57 shows that Kc is inversely proportional to the diffusion 
coefficient, D. Also, from Equation 3 it is seen that Kc 
depends on the pressure to the fourth power, and Kd, which 
depends on the product pD, is independent of pressure. 
First, consider the low pressure range of the curve in 
Figure 35. For all values of 103 H/(Kc+ Kd) below the maxi-
mum separation point on the curve, the theory is higher than 
the experiment. At low pressures Kc is small compared to 
Kd and it follows that 
1 
0:-
D (88) 
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If the theoretical value of 103 H/(Kc+ Kd) are high, then 
D(T) appears to be too small. Now consider the high pressure 
portion of the curve in Figure 35. In this range, Kc, which 
is dependent on pressure to the fourth power, is larger than 
Kd and it follows that 
(89) 
In this pressure range the theory is low and again the 
diffusion coefficient appears to be too small. Thus, an 
increase in the value of the diffusion coefficient of 1.10 
of its value at 800°C (1.68 cm2 /sec) will shift the theo-
retical curve in Figure 35 into agreement with the experi-
mental points, and the nitrogen results will be consistent 
with the oxygen results at 800°C. 
Let us now examine the diffusion coefficient as a 
function of temperature for nitrogen, Figure 9, and see if 
this proposed increase in D(T) is feasible. Remember, the 
values of the smoothed diffusion coefficients are obtained 
from a linear extrapolation of Winn's (28) low temperature 
data. Examination of Figure 9 indicate that the smoothed 
values and the Lennard-Janes predicted values are essentially 
the same, which is probably coincidental for the following 
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reasons: (1) the Lennard-Janes potential function is derived 
for monatomic molecules and some deviation of experimental 
from theoretical transport properties is expected, (2) the 
Lennard-Jones values should deviate from experimental values 
of D(T) since the force parameters (Table 1) used to calcu-
late theoretical are obtained from viscosity data. Therefore, 
considering the large temperature range over which Winn's 
(28) data is extrapolated and errors in the molecular model, 
it is feasible that the temperature dependence of the 
diffusion coefficient obtained from Winn's data is in error. 
The results of Table 16 indicate that the diffusion coeffi-
cient should increase more rapidly between 350°C and 800°C. 
Winn's four data points appear to be adequate for low 
temperature values. The proposed increase in D(T) would 
greatly affect the theoretical value of K~ at 800°C and 
bring it into agreement with the experimental value of 
2.48 x 10- 2 g em/sec atm4 • The affect of the value on K~ at 
500°C would be less, which Table 16 indicates would be 
sufficient. 
The theoretical value of Kd, which is proportional to 
D, will also be increased upon an increase in D(T). Examina-
tion of the theoretical values of Kd in Table 16 indicate 
that this correction would bring the values into better 
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agreement with experiment. Close agreement between experi-
mental and theoretical values of Kd is expected as indicated 
previously by Rutherford (22), since Kd is a simple integral 
of the ordinary diffusion coefficient over the annular area 
of the column, Equation 58, as compared to the more compli-
cated expression for Kc, Equation 57. 
Flow Experiments 
Table 16 indicates that there is good agreement between 
calculated and theoretical values of the column coefficient 
H1 • This is a result of the fact that the theoretical 
description of a thermal diffusion column with flow, Equation 
7, is well represented experimentally. The following 
procedures are carefully considered during the measurements 
of the column coefficient H'. 
(1) The infinite reservoir circulation is maintained 
at a high enough rate to assure that win = wout' 
Figure 17, and w0 is constant after a steady state 
condition is reached in the column. 
(2) The reservoir gas enters the column at a point 
where the wire is hot, thus, the possibility of a 
concentration barrier at the top of the column is 
eliminated. This phenomena was observed by 
Rutherford (22), and is discussed in connection 
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with his neon experiments. This phenomena might 
also contribute to the bad agreement between 
experiment and theory in Narten and Landau's 
oxygen experiment. 
(3) The flow rate of the end draw off stream is 
accurately measured. That is, care is taken to 
calibrate the draw off tank, the column pressure 
is kept constant while the flow rate measurement 
is being performed, and the impurity level of the 
gas into the calibrated value is in almost all 
cases 96.0 percent N1415 or 01618 • 
(4) The experiments are operated for twenty-four 
hours, which is the time required to reach equi-
librium concentration in the column. 
Transient Column Measurement vs Steady State Measurement 
Narten and Landau (16) chose to measure the column 
coefficients using data obtained from a column in transient 
operation. For this method, gas samples are removed in small 
time increments from the column immediately after start up 
(t=O), to the time of equilibrium (t=oo). The solution to the 
dependent transport equation (16) is given by 
(90) 
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where 
(91) 
-A3 = ~L B/K (92) 
(93) 
with ~1 the smallest root of 
Equation 90 is fit to the experimental data and the parameters 
qe, A2, and A3 are obtained by a least squares fit of qt and 
t. The value qe is the equilibrium separation factor, and qt 
is the transient separation factor. From B and A3 , ~L/K and 
thus K are computed. A value of H is then obtained from 
=Ill.. 
K 
(95) 
which is essentially the same as our Equation 87. The qe 
data as a function of pressure is then subjected to a least 
squares fit of the equation 
lnqe == 
L 
(H' /K~) p-a 
l+(Kd/K~) p- 4 (96) 
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to obtain H'/K~ and Kd/K~. This equation is a different form 
of Equation 4 in the theory. For the same data a value of H 
is computed, using the experimental values of ln qe and K, 
from Equation 95, and then Has a function of pressure is 
subjected to a least squares fit of 
H = H'p2 (2) 
to obtain H'. K~ and Kd are then computed from the values of 
H'/K~, Kd/K~, and H'. 
The above procedure for determining the column coeffi-
cients is satisfactory, but the agreement between experi-
mentally determined column coefficients and values calculated 
from theory are in poor agreement. After examination of the 
report by Narten and Landau (16), it is expected that both 
the experimental and the theoretical column coefficients may 
be in error. 
An error in the experimental values of H', K~, and Kd 
is expected, since the experimental apparatus used for the 
column coefficient measurements is not representative of the 
conditions stated in the column theory. Figure 46 shows a 
schematic drawing of the experimental thermal diffusion 
column used by Narten and Landau. The two points of interest 
are the areas of stagnant gas at the top and the bottom of 
Top 
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Weight 
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Figure 46. A schematic drawing of the thermal diffusion 
column 1:1sed by Narten and Landau to measure 
oxygen column coefficients. 
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the column. Situations such as these are not accounted for 
in the thermal diffusion theory. Rutherford (22) has shown 
that when the reservoir gas does not come into contact with 
the streamlines of the column convective circulation system, 
inadequate mixing will occur between the reservoir gas and 
the gas in the hot portion of the column. During the 
transient part of the experiment when the mass flux is non-
zero, the only method by which gas can be transported from 
the reservoir to the hot portion of the column is by molecu-
lar diffusion. Thus Fick's law of diffusion 
(97) 
describes the transport of the isotopes in the stagnant gas 
section, and a negative concentration gradient is developed 
at the top of the column. This phenomena causes an error in 
the measured qt and consequently in H'. At equilibrium, the 
mass flux n1 is zero and it follows from Equation 97 that 
the concentration gradient d~ /dz in the stagnant layer is 
zero. Therefore, at equilibrium the reservoir gas and gas 
in the hot portion of the column are at the same concentra-
tion, and the experimental values of qe are not in error. 
The stagnant section of gas at the bottom of the column has 
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less affect on the experimental results. That is, the gas 
removed from the sample port below the heated portion of the 
column might not be precisely the same as the gas located at 
the hot wire. Therefore, sampling techniques such as these 
should always be avoided in column operation. 
An error in the theoretical values of Hr, K~, and Kd is 
expected since the Lennard-Jones potential function is used 
to determine the transport properties of oxygen. Examination 
of Figure 10, 11, 13, and 14 indicate that smoothed transport 
properties deviate from the kinetic theory expressions based 
on the Lennard-Jones model. This causes a significant 
difference in the theoretical column coefficients calculated 
from the two different sets of transport properties. The 
most serious disagreement is present with the thermal diffu-
sion factor, a, for which the theoretical predictions are 
much higher than the a values used for this thesis or data 
of other workers, Figure 14. If the theoretical value of H1 
given by Narten and Landau is multiplied by 0.672, the 
agreement between the Jones and Furry theory and experiment 
are in good agreement. 
It is felt that the transient method of determining 
column coefficients satisfactory if the theory is well 
represented by the experimental apparatus. However, this 
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method introduces additional error into the experiment. For 
example, ~, the hold up volume in the column, and, ~t, the 
hold up in the column dead volume in the system are required 
to obtain ~1 from Equation 94. Dead volume is defined as all 
volume of the system not adjacent to the column hot wire. 
This volume is found by experience to be very difficult to 
measure accurately. Dead volume offers no problem in a 
steady state measurements as discussed previously. 
Reinhold's Nitrogen Experiment 
The disagreement between calculated and experimental 
values of the column coefficients reported by Reinhold (19) 
can possibly be explained by considering the data used to 
calculate the theoretical values of H', K~, and Kd. Reinhold 
used the inverse power model which is inadequate (11) for a 
polyatomic molecule such as nitrogen. Since a is very 
sensitive to the molecular model, the column coefficient H' 
is most seriously affected. Reinhold's values of a are much 
higher than most of the data given in Figure 14, and 1.4 
times higher than the values of a used for this work. A 
correction of Reinhold's theoretical H' values using the 
values of a in Table 9 results in reasonable agreement with 
the experimental value of H' . 
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Error Analysis 
Experimental error 
The three main sources of error in the determination of 
the experimental column coefficients arise from temperature 
variation, variation of the column cold wall radius, and the 
variation in determining isotopic concentrations from the 
peak heights of the mass spectrometer recorder graph paper. 
Temperature variation The column hot wall temperature of 
800°C is determined by viewing the wire with an optical 
pyrometer through a glass window in the column. The optical 
pyrometer is calibrated with a thermocopule, and is accurate 
to within one percent of the pyrometer dial reading. Thus, 
the accuracy of setting the initial wire temperature offers 
no problem. However, during the experiments, the wire is 
observed to vary from l0°C to 20°C in temperature. This 
change is determined by noting the wire length change on the 
Starrett gauge at the bottom of the column, Figure 25, and 
converting the extension into temperature using thermal 
expansion data for Nichrome wire. A temperature error 
affects the coefficients H' and K~, since they are a function 
of the temperature gradient squared. For a wire temperature 
of 800°C, a change of 20°C changes the value of H' and K~ by 
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the amount of 0.30 percent and 3.6 percent, respectively. 
For a wire temperature of 500°C, H' and K~ change by the 
amount of 2.4 percent and 2.5 percent, respectively. 
Affect of radius change Grew and Ibbs (10) give simplified 
expressions for the column coefficients H', K~, and Kd which 
clearly show the dependence of the cold wall radius. The 
coefficient H' is a function of the radius to the fourth 
power, K~ is a function of the radius to the eighth power, 
and Kd is a function of the radius squared. Thus, a small 
error in the radius can cause a significant change in the 
column coefficients, particularly in the coefficient H' 
and K~. The stainless steel inner column used for this 
experiment has a specified diameter of 0.750 ± .005 inches. 
The five thousandths inch variation causes a change in the 
coefficients H', K~, and Kd of 2.7 percent, 6.0 percent, 
and 1.3 percent, respectively. 
Analytical error The analytical error is the variation in 
q, which is calculated from Equation 5, using the concen-
tration data in Appendix. The main source of error in 
determining the isotopic concentrations stems from the 
accuracy from which isotope peak heights can be read from 
the mass spectrograph recorded paper. The error on the 
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determination of [ (1-WJ, )w1 ]TOP/[ (1-~) /~ ]BOT is estimated 
to be 2.0 percent. 
Errors in theoretical calculation of the column coefficients 
The main source of error in the theoretical values of 
the column coefficients arise in the values used for the 
transport properties. Examination of the simplified expres-
sions for the column coefficients given by Grew and Ibbs (10) 
indicate that 
H' = H' (a/~) (98) 
(99) 
(100) 
For good transport property measurements the experimental is 
10.0 percent on a, the thermal diffusion factor; 2.0 percent 
on, D, the self diffusion coefficient; less than 1.0 percent 
on, ~, the viscosity; and 4.0 percent on, k, the thermal 
conductivity. For this work, the fact that high temperature 
values of a and D are obtained from extrapolation of low 
temperature data introduces more possible error. However, 
the only faulty extrapolated data which is evident from this 
work are the nitrogen self diffusion coefficients. The 
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oxygen diffusion coefficients yield theoretical values of 
Kd which are in excellent agreement with the experimental 
value of Kd. The agreement between the experimental and the 
theoretical value of H' indicate a is well represented by 
0.672 of the thermal diffusion factor determined from the 
Lennard-Jones potential. Thus, when sufficient transport 
property data is available the possible error in the 
theoretical value H', K~ and Kd is 10.0 percent, 4.0 per-
cent, and 2.0 percent, respectively. 
Summary of Error Analysis 
Although the experiments are well controlled, the 
possible error on the determination of H' is approximately 
7.0 percent, and forK~ approximately 10.0 percent. The 
coefficient Kd has the lowest experimental and theoretical 
error of 2.0 percent and 2.0 percent, respectively. Thus, 
the agreement between theory and experiment should be good 
as indicated by the oxygen results. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Jones and Furry thermal diffusion column coeffi-
cients H', K~, and Kd, based on smoothed experimental 
transport properties, are in good agreement with the 
experimentally determined column coefficients for the 
separation of the isotopes N1414 -N1416 and 0 1616 -0161 8 • 
For a close approximation to the column coefficients, 
kinetic theory first approximation transport properties 
using the Lennard-Jones potential function can be used 
to describe the temperature dependence on the transport 
properties provided that they are based on the value of 
a(Tc), ~(Tc), D(Tc), and k(Tc) at the column cold wall 
temperature of 288°K. 
In future column coefficient measurements, a more 
accurate comparison between the Jones and Furry theory 
and experiments will be possible if the following points 
are observed: (1) the thermal diffusion column is equipped 
with a device which will maintain a constant wire tempera-
ture; (2) a mass spectrometer with greater sensitivity is 
made available for determining isotopic concentrations; 
(3) more experimental values of the self diffusion coeffi-
cient in the temperature range of 200°K - 1200°K are made 
available; and (4) additional values of the experimental 
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thermal diffusion factor, a, in the temperature range of 
400°K- 1200°K are made available. 
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APPENDIX 
Gas analysis of the column samples obtained from the 
N1414 -N1416 and 01616 -01618 thermal diffusion column experi-
ments. 
For the substitution of the concentrations into the 
equations of the theory section, use the following: 
For the flow data, all flow rates are given in STP 
ml/hr as determined by Equation 66. 
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